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Hamilton
Girl Writes
Prize Essay

JESSE TURNER HONORED — More than 700 persons
filled the Continental Ballroom of the Sheraton-Peabody
Hotel last Thursday night for a testimonial banquet hon.
oring Jesse H. Turner for more than a decade of service
to the Memphis branch of the NAACP. Mr. Turner, seen
with his daughters, Frances and Lisa, was president of

the branch as well as chairman of tts board. With him
are Roy Wilkins, center, executive director of the national office of the NAACP of New York City, and the Rev.
Eiekiel Bell, who succeeded M. Turner as branch president. 'Mr. Wilkins was the featured speaker for the affair.
(Withers Photo)
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RivermontManagementInsults,
Evicts Black Guests From Suite

No one has been able to de- holding drinks and talking,' whatever problem that had
Two essays, one on Anthrax, termine why a birthday party he said, when a guard came to arisen solved, and was met by
a fatal infectious disease of in Suite 1010 of the Holiday the door at 12:10 a.m. and told a man who claimed to be the
cattle and sheep, and the Inn-Rivermont
sour him to turn the music down. regional manager and who
turned
other on sanitation in animal for the guest of honor and his He said he told the guard was more irate than any of the
diseases, have won for their small group on Tuesday night, that there was no loud music others be had encountered.
5 0.00 Government May 20.
authors
there, and that he should go He said that he attempted to
bonds.
That is unless the party in an back downstairs and find out shake hands with the man, bit
12th
a
17,
Patricia Dowell,
adjoining room suspected that where he was supposed to have that he withdrew his hand with
grade student at Hamilton
light-skinned gone.
of the
such force that he was thrown
some
senior high school, and 14 year
blacks entering the suite were A short while later, he said off balance.
the
in
Moore,
old Cheryl
actually white, and that an in- a man who was the assistant
eighth grade at Scenic Hills
When he asked the man to be
manager
assistant
the
Junior High School are the tegrated party was in pro- to
reasonable, he said the man
door,
the
at
knocked
gress.
by,
came
essay
annual
the
in
winners
snarled, "I don't have to reason
contest which is sponsored by The party was finally carried and said that it was so quiet with nigger punks like
you."
for
the
of
outside
one
stood
of
he
that
home
there
the Memphis Shelby County to the
At one point, Mr. Ford was
Veterinary Medicine Associa- guests after two of them had a while before he decided some- told that he could stay but his
Johnson, been followed onto the Express- one was in the suite. After
tion. Dr. Ingram
guests would have to leave.
chairman of the contest com- way by city policemen and then coming in for a drink, he said
When he replied that he was
mittee, and Dr. T. E. Bon- carried to jail, held a long the man left.
durant, president of the Veter- time, then released on bonds At 12:50, Mr. Ford said, the ahving a party, he was told,
assistant manager came up "Then you go, too."
inary Association presented the of $52 and 8102.
After some time, he said, he
Ford,
May
of
son
Horold
N.J.
School
the suite, accused him of
to
Hamilton
at
prizes
was
refunded
his
money
and
23 and at Scenic Hills, May 26. Ford of N.J. Ford and Sons having insulted the guard,
The contest was part of a Funeral Home, said he rented demanded that they get their while a guard stood by with one
state-wide contest in which the suite, paid for in advance, "asses" out of the motel hand on pistol arid the other on
Mace.
each school in the State was and informed the management immediately.
permitted one entry. Its pur- that he would be arriving
He said that be told the man Before leaving, Mr. Ford said
pose is to increase public un- late because he had to work he was not leaving until his one of his guests told the Holiderstanding of the many am- the early part of the night. money was refunded, and the day Inn officials that Negroes
Most of the guests, with the man refused to make the re- spent a good deal of money at
(See' Page 2)
exception of his brother, John- fund and threatened to call the Rivermont, and that they
ny Ford, and his date, were the police "and have all of were entitled to courteous treat
married couples, he said.
you g.. d... niggers thrown out." ment. He said the man said,
Some of the women were
Mr. Ford said he went down "Well, stay away. We don't
playing bridge and the menito the lobby to attempt to get want your business."

Co-Ettes To Hear Congresswoman
Chisholm At Graduation Dinner

•
&shop Orders Pastor Poro Graduates Plan
Meet In Indianapolis
To Quit His Pulpit

Mrs. Howard B. Chandler, BarCongresswoman Shirley ChisThe National Poro AssocialEarline Gadson of Washingtor
Memfirst
her
make
bara Westbrooks, daughter of
holm will
•
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie L. Westtion will hold its annual meet- D. C., will present the new
phis appearance when she deA Memphis minister, who fact that I knew you were not ing in Indianapolis, Indiana,
at
address
Melba Sorter, daughter
principle
the
brooks;
livers
beauty culture
features in
says he has severed his con- appointed bishop by Bishop June 20. 1969 in the Sheraton There will be a Hairstyle Conof Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Sor
the Graduation Dinner of the
nection with the Church of 0. T. Jones but usurped that Lincoln Hotel, 117 W. Washing- test among beauty school stuter, Deborah Northcross, daughMemphis Chapter Co-Ette Club,
God in Christ, Inc., has been title to foster your egotism.
ton. Poro graduates are ex- dents and operators. There
of Dr. and Mrs. Therob
ter
in
p.m.,
Inc., Friday June 27, 6
ordered to "cease and desist
took no action where the pected from all fifty states.
Northcross, and Beverly Steinthe Continental Ballroom of the
will be participation with wigs,
any and all pastoral activities" church is concerned to which Special features will include: Afros and
berg, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Naturals. TherSheraton Peabody Hotel.
at the Faith Temple Church of I appointed you pastor, but a Workshop in Advance Trends ma! and Chemicals. Prizes will
Wilton Steinberg.
REP. J. I. TAYLOR
one
is
Chapter
The Memphis
God in Christ at 822 Kerr ave. since the disputed leadership in Cosmetology, Wig Making be given the best styles by
Other members of the Memof five chapters of the national
The order was issued by has been settled ,and you have and Weaving that will be held competent judges.
phis 05.-Ettes are Michele Peaclub
girls
school
high
teenage
Presiding Bishop J. 0. Patter- made no attempt to be recon- during the four day meeting.
cock, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
which has chapters in Detroit,
son, Sr., elected head of the ciled, and more particularly Mrs. Laura Hughes, General Mrs. Ruby R. Beard. naJake Peacock; Wendolyn CorChicago, Houston, Washington,
church, to Bishop James A. since the last edition of the Convention Chairman and her tional president of Memphis,
ley, granddaughter of James
nationD.C., and Memphis. The
Howell of 3512 Ford rd., fol- Tri-State Defender carried an committee are making plans Tennessee, expects the 1969 Introc:luced
T. Chandler; Willa Mathews,
al project for the organization
lowing a report that Bishop article stating you have sever- for a very successful meeting. Convention to be the best. Mrs.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Levy
College
Negro
United
the
the
of
is
Howell is now a member of ed your connection with the All Poro Schools of Beauty Eunice Blair, Chairman
Mathews; Ethel Marie SengFund, for which the Memphis
stacke, daughter of Mr. and
the Church of God in Christ, Church of God in Christ, In- Culture, their teachers and stu- School Owners Division, will Several
PoCo-Ettes have raised $8,250.00.
International o r ganized re- corporated, I am now deposing dents, are invited to be present. present the schools in a
Mrs. Whittier A. Sengstacke:
Vanella
Mrs.
James
Contest.
pularity
Representative
State
as
111.
you
Evanston,
in
of
of
cently
pastor
the Church
The Memphis Chapter also
Felecia Moss, daughter of Mr.
already
Commitments have
C. Smith of Atlanta, Georgia I. Taylor is back from the
The new group believes that God in Christ on Kerr Avenue, been received from Chicago, will direct the National Poro legislature in Nashville, Tenn; has a paid in full Life Mem- MRS. SHIRLEY CHISHOLM and Mrs. Henry Moss; Brenda
immediately.
effective
The
bership in the NAACP.
Batts, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Detroit, Columbus, Ohio, New Queen Contest. A special Memthe church should be led by a
after the first session which
Congresswoman Chisholm, a Bennie Batts; Theresa ShackleThe brilliant and eloquent
senior bishop, and at the meet- church is in charge of the dis- Orleans, Atlanta, Birmingham, orial service for the late ended May 9:
defeatedi ford, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
s p eaker
elected trict superintendent, Elder J.E. Newark, Memphis, Philadel- founder and pioneer beauti- Representative
delegates
the
ing
in- Congresswoman Chisholm, who dynamic
Taylor
William D. C. Williams of that Booker, until I appoint a per- phia and Washington, D. C. cian, Mrs. Annie M. Malone troduced the "garbage bill" was elected to the 91st Con- James Farmer in his bid for George Toles; Wanda Weathers
Mrs. Debris Washington, SuCongress. She is a daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
city to the office. Bishop How- manent pastor there."
1which would have abolished thel gress last 'November. is the the 91st
will be held.
die Brooklyn Col- Luke Weathers; Charlotte Byof
member
elected
ell was 'appointed chairman off Although Bishop Howell says preme Basileus of Pi Omicron
ever
woman
black
first
in
fees
garbage
Mrs. Ernestine Mahan, Past collection of
he owes no allegiance to his Rho Omega Sorority for Poro
League of Women num, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Congress.
Alumni,
lege
States
United
the
the council of Elders.
to
Memphis and fought hard for
an President and Chairman of the
Women Edward E. Redditt; Janice
Democratic
She is a native of Brooklyn, Voters.
Bishop Howell states that he former church group, he did Graduates, is planning
The
House.
the
in
passage
its
Board, Mrs. MatWalker, daughter of Mr. and
Branch
Brooklyn
most
spent
Workshop,
has
and
York,
New
was appointed a bishop byi appear at a Council Meeting Awards Luncheon. One of the Executive
comthe
in
still
tie Henson, Chairman of the bill now is
said. of her professional life in the NAACP, President of Key Mrs. Jobe Walker; Sandra
Bishop 0. T. Jones of Phila- on Wednesday night, May 21, pioneer members of the Assohe
Republicans,
of
mittee
all
her Advisory Committee and
delphia. who was recognized at the South Side Church of ciation will be honored for
introduced a bill fields of sociology and educa- Women, Inc., National Associa- Peace, daughter of Mr. and
Poro officials are urging aft He also
for a time as senior bishop of God in Christ, and at which loyalty to the Poro College
would make April 4th tion. She is a graduate of tion of College Women and a Mrs. Samuel Peace. and Gail
National Association Poro Graduates to attend the which
the Church of God in Christ, he was ordered to quit his pas- and the
mourning for the late Brooklyn College with a B. A. member of Jane's Methodist Gossett, daughter of Mr. and
of
day
a
,
meeting.
for many years.
Inc., just before the matter of toral functions. Serving as his
I Dr. Martin Luther King; and Degree in Sociology, Cum Church, among other organi- Mrs. George Gossett, Misses
Shirley Peace, Carol Thomp•
University, zations.
was carried to chief counsel was Elder Gil- The Workshop and Clinic, Mrs. Ruth J. Jackson is all flags flown at half mask Laude, Columbia
leadership
bert Patterson.
under the direction of Mrs. public relations chairman.
Graduates who will be hon- son, Lynda Hargraves, and
court.
on all state, county, and city M.A. Degree in Childhood Education and a Professional Di- ored at the dinner are Gwen- Jacquelyn Brodnax are advisbuildings.
In his letter to Bishop How- Bishop Howell says Faith
Another bill known as the ploma in Supervision in Admin- dolyn Williamson, president and ors of the chapter. Miss Erma
ell, whom he addressed as Temple has a membership of
Tennessee Equal Employment istration and Education from daughter of the Rev. and Mrs. Lee Laws is Sponsor.
"Elder Howell," Bishop Pat.' around 40, and that he and the
University. S h e E. W. Williamsan; Karen Tickets may be obtained for
Practices Act, which outlaws Columbia
terson wrote in a letter dated; members there have given the
Chandler, daughter of Mr. and $7.50 per person.
racial discrimination in all speaks and writes Spanish.
May 13: "I regret very much church the only financial help
state, county, and municipal
having to write you, but have it has gotten since a frame
employment, was introduced.
no
alternative.
When
thei house was converted and enRep. Taylor says that he
Church of God in Christ was larged by him into a church
Harold R. Shaw. Sr., of 43
not support a curfew
would
in dispute about ils leader-: in 1963.
Shady Lane, is serving as the
law because it is mainly for
ship, I tried to understand
At last week's meetirg he 1969 Founding Fathers for the
the black community and could
your position, although I knew was given an opportunity to Goodwill Boys Club of Memnot go along with a law aimed
you were wrong; but hoped remain in the church and be- phis at 903 Walker ave.
only at the black people of
that you were sincere.
with
come fellowshipped
one of
Memphis.
An employee of the Univer"This I did, in spite of the three districts.
Rep. Taylor addressed the
_isal Life Insurance Company,
_
last Monday were Attys. RichAfter having listened to an
Baptist Ministers Alliance and
Mr. Shaw joined its staff in
ard J. Ryan, Memphis; J. B.
arguments
entire morning of
'the Kennedy Democrats Orga1966 and has served in the
Savannah, Ga., and
Stoner,
Ray
Earl
James
whether
to
as
nization meetings last week.
computer division of the Data
Hill, Jr., of ChatW.
Robert
in
trial
a
granted
should be
Processing Department.
BERNARD ROBINSON
the murder of the late Rev. tanooga.
A native Memphian, he movDr. Martin Luther King. Jr., Asking that the motion for
ed to Chicago with his famion April 4, 1968, Criminal a new trial be set aside
here
by
dedication
tor punctuality and
• at a very early age and
Court Judge Arthur C. Faquis were Asst. Atty. Generals
tower, a native Memphian re- to the purpose of imparting
completed elementary school
asked on of the court bai- Robert K. Dwyer and J.
tired from the city Board of knowledge to young people. She and
Wendell-Phillips High
liffs to bring in his brief case Clyde Mason.
Education earlier this year.
her
in
tardy
has never been
School before attending Fisk
shortly before 12 noon on. Reporters were amused at
She is being honored by the school and has never hesitated
in Nashville, where
Bernard Roberson has an- Monday.
faculty of Hyde Park School to direct a child when the needl he received a bachelor of arts
the argument presented by
that the annual Col- Judge Faquin granted a five Atty. Hill, who at times apnounced
for her 52 years of service as arose.
degree in biology.
on
given
be
legiate Ball will
a teacher in Memphis city
minute recess, warned per- peared to have lost his ability
Her school record compared At Fisk he was a letterman
Annual Woman's Day will Friday night, June 6, at Club sons in the court room that
schools, Fayette; and Shelby
to talk. One writer said be
named
was
and
basketball
in
favorably with her church and
be observed at the St. James Paradise.
Counties.
his decision would be lengthy thought that the young law"Who's Who in American
work.
to
civic
June
Sunday,
on
AME Church
HOWARD SHAW
A graduate of Memphis State and said those who wanted to yer was "speaking in tonMrs. Hightower began her
Colleges and Universities."
1.
University, Mr. Roberson was leave could do so.
career as an educator in Fay- She is a member of St. John
the
Office
Life
Management
gues" at various points.
graduate work
morning message will the founder of the ball, which
ette County in 1918. Later she Baptist Church, Vance at Or- He has done
Association Institute for career The
judge
the
noon,
at
Starting
The lawyers for Ray implied
Chicain
University
thouF.
Loyola
Posie
is looked forward to by
be given by Mrs.
taught at Manassas High School leans; she holds a life member- at
Col- life insurance personnel and Alexander. Speaking at the pro- sands of college and university read what might be the final - that since the record showed
Medical
Meharry
and
go
preVice
Y.W.C.A.;
the
in
ship
Elementary
and Hyde Park
member of Alpha sat for three additional exam- gram at 3 p.m., will be Mrs. students in the Mid-South and chapter in the James Earl that Ray did not answer "yes"
School while both were Shelby sident of Lula C. Byas Service lege. He is a
• when questioned about promand the inations this year. He is a vol- Archie M. Pratcher of Middle other sections of the country. Ray case.
Fraternity
Alpha
County Schools. In 1930 she was club; Board member of Chil- Phi
unteer counselor for Juvenile
Christian
vd.
1
B
Mississippi
ises to get him to plead during
is
public
The
affair
45
the
Church.
took
minutes:
decision
The
from
Baptist
Proceeds
Court and has been active in
at Hide Park School when It drens' Bureau and The Cotton
Church where he is active in
invited.
are used for charitable pur- to read, but it ended withl the earlier sentencing date that
Shelby
and
United
Neighbors
became a city school and she Makers' Jubilee and member
the Youth Guidance program the
the judge ordering Ray back to no promise had been given
Mrs. Dorothy Boyd is chair- poses.
Easter Seal drives.
remained there until her retire- of Alpha Beta Chapter of Alpha
advisor to the Explorers —
and
coPringle
Jeanel
One of the nation's top the penitentiary in Nashville to him to get him to accept
Pi-chi Sorority, of which she is
He is married to the former man, Mrs.
ment in January 1969.
Boy Scouts of America.
and promotion men to serve out the 99-year term the 99 years that was grounds
salesmen
Mrs.
Tyand
F.
W.
chairman,
and
director,
preMiss
educational
the
Patricia
her
daughter
under
Walker,
served
has
She
successfully
chairman.
has
just seven years es- given him after he entered al for setting aside the sentence
in
has
publicity
he
Shaw
ler
of
Mr.
&
the president of Universal
Social club;
sent principal, Mr. A. B. Bland the Dunbar Art
and Sergeant - at-Arms of the completed four of the eight Life, and the father of Har- The Rev. H. L. Starks is tablished the Collegiate Ball plea of guilty on March 10.
twice during this period.
I (See Page 2)
nationally.
minister of St. James.
prescribed courses offered by old R. Shaw, Jr., seven.
Serving as Ray's counsel
She has an enviable record LeMoyne Alumni Association,

A
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Rep. Taylor

Bills

Shaw Named Chairman
Of Founding Fathers

Mrs. Hightower Retires:
52 Years In Classroom

Bid For Trial Fails;
Ray Is Back In Prison

Woman's Day
Collegiate Ball
To Be Observed A Famous Event
At St. James

Thousands Expected To Attend

Collegiate Ball at Club Paradise Friday June 6

9
6
9
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Memphis Volunteers
Aid Carver Seniors

Kenneth I. Guscott, a graduate of the U. S. Merchant Marine Academy, Class of 1954, is
the new president of the New
England Conference of NAACP
branches. The Kings Point
Alumnus was honored recently
at a testimonial dinner attended by more than 1,000 persons
in the Sheraton Plaza, Boston.

The rigid control of teachers, curriculum, and budget
by
generally small minded governing bodies again reflects
the
essential perp•se of the schools — which is to serve the
immediate economic ends of those who control them. Out
of the same pragmatic thinking which produced
the trade
school and the commercial school programs for students
based ea the child's performance and test results. These
programs have operated to launch white children into college and to provide mindless "busy work" for black children until they are seventeen.
Grier and Cobbs gave thisinumber of students
Their guidiscription of the American
dance
coordinator
was
one of
Educational System in their
book BLACK RAGE. In re- the originators of the volunteer
cent years many programs program, and she was anxious
have been instituted to restore that the program begin at
black youths confidence in Carver, as she felt it could ofteacher, school system and fer many advantages to her
country. One such program students.
started in Memphis in 196g
AND TRAINTitled "The Memphis Volun- 1NG OF VOLUNTEERS
teer
Placement
Program," They
wanted
to
recruit
the program was organized in
enough
volunteers to work
the early fall of 1968 to an- with
the entire Carver senior
swer a need which had been
class of approximately 150
demonstrated bath in Memphis.
students. The volunteers atand in many other places, that tempted
to recruit black and
of helping high school seniors white
volunteers both on an
make the transition from high individual basis and
through
school to post-graduate world existing community volunteer
of college, job training, or organizations. Some
of the
Job placement.
groups which contributed volHigh school guidance coun• onteers are The Memphis Betselors are responsible for near- ter Schools Committee, The
ly 600 students, and the task National Council of Jewish
of working individually with Women, Links, Inc., The Corn seniors of low-income, multi- munity Service Committee of
problem homes is often dull- the
Unita ri an-Universalist
cult. Thus the idea, "train a Church, the Memphis Faculty
group of volunteers to work Wives and Women and Zeta
with all of the existing coin_ Phi Beta Sorority. Currently,
munity resources to help the there are approximately 100
students bridge the gap be_ volunteers in the program,
tween high school graduation each working with from one
to five students.
and career development.
Although college scholarships Three two-hour training sesand placement are plentiful; sions for all volunteers were
provided to give orientation to
many students, particularly in
-- the job. The training emptiasizthe low-income areas of the
ed that volunteers were not
city, often do not go to college to
try to make decisions for
either because of inadequate
funds or simply because they the students, but rather to help
do not know how to n oceed the students understand the
r- -- alternatives that are really
through the application process.
It is not enough to place col- open to them in terms of college brocures in the hands of lege admittance and financial
the student and then wait for . aid, technical training, and
priv ate and public employhim to come to request assis
;
ment.
tance. Only
after
working
with low-income students does UTILIZATION OF COMMUNIone realize the extent to which,TY RESOURCES
parental contacts and knowl-! They have attempted to use
edge of how to deal with tn. all of the existing resources in
stitutions that are virtually the community to help achieve
the birthright of middle-class our purposes. The group set-up
children are lacking in the a non-profit corporation and
organized a community board
By the same token. many,of directors to give guidance
high school graduates in pastand direction to the entire proyears who were not college- gram. This board includes repvolunteer
bound have simply been "on resentatives from
the streets" after graduation, groups, industry, commerce
without knowledge of how to School Board and staff, the
gain entrance into a job train- Carver faculty, the local uniing program, and without the versities, the communications
labor, the
ability to find a meaningful field, orga nbed
job, or at times any kind of Memphis City Council, the
Memphis Chamber of Corn.
job.
CONTACT WITH THE BOARD 'sem, the Health and Welfare
I Planning Council, and
OF EDUCATION
the
They approached the uperin-1 Memphis Police Community
tendant of the Memphis City l Relatim" Departm ent.
Schools and suggested our pro- This program has had total
gram to him. He indicated that operating funds this year of
the program could have con- seven hundred dollars, contri.siderable merits as long as it boted by two of the cooperating
operated in conjunction with volunteer agencies. The volunthe
existing
guidance
pro- teers have had to lean on
gram in any schools with existing agencies foe many of
which we worked. The Staff!its needs. The Health and
of the Board of Education has'Welfare Planning Council has
5een aware of each step in the provided the secretarial help
development of the program to handle the many commuand has cooperated fully at nications between volunteers
whatever points we needed and the board. The Human
their assistance.
Resources Divisions of the
SELECTION OF THE FIRST Chamber of Commerce has
SCHOOL
provided office space and help
They felt that we should in setting up our files, and a
begin this program in only central call-4n point for our
one school the first year, and volunteers
Carver High School was chosen, an all-black school in one
of the most disadvantaged
areas of the city. It was Carver
which experienced the
violent outbreaks
most
of
(Continued From Page I)
Black
rebelliousness
Power
during the chaotic spring of mal diseases transmissible to
1968. Carver is also one of man. Miss Dowell, who wrote
the most over-crowded schools on Anthrax, is the daughter of
in the city, and has had to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dowell,
operate on an extended day 1879 Cloverdale Drive. Miss
basis for a number of years. Moore. daughter of Mr. and
The physical facilities in the Mrs. Elmer D. Moore. Jr.,
gill:limes department are total- 2788 Scotland Road, wrote on
ly inadequate to handle this sanitation in animal diseases.

COLLEGE TRUSTEE

1,000 In Tribute To NAACP
Leader In New England

Guscott, who was a standout
tackle on Kings Point's varsity football team was also a
member of the Debate Team
4hile at Kings Point.
The new NAACP president
for New England, project en-

gineering supervisor for General Dynamics in Qui nc y,
Mass., was praised by Boston
Mayor Kevin White for his efforts in behalf of the community.
Rear Admiral Gordon McLintock, superinetndent of the
Academy, speaking at the dinner commended Guscott for
his efforts at Kings Point and
his record after graduation. The
Admiral spoke on the Kings
Pointer's student days, "He
displayed fine spirit on the
football field as well as leadership qualities while a Midshipman Officer".

ST. THOMAS — (NPI) ••-• Dr.
G. James Fleming, professor
of political science, Morgan
State College, has been named a trustee of the College of
the Virgin Islands. A native of ,
Christiansted, St. Croix, VirginIslands, he will serve a
five-year term.

Mix Order By June
NEW ORLEANS — (NPI) —
Federal District Judge Alvin
B. Rubin ordered the Louisiana
State Correctional institutions
to present a desegregation plan
for all its institutions by June
23. The plan must provide for
complete mixing of races in
dormitories, classrooms, rehabilitation, athletic and other
programs and facilities.

azaturrwayr

LOEB'S
TENNESSEE MT SAR•141

HUD SECRETARY George Romney is
shown with William R. Morris, left, chairman of the National Housing Producers
G.
Association conference, and Ralph

Coupons Redeemable
at all 147 Loeb Drive-ins!

Greene, planning chairman, as he met with
300 Negro housing figures from all parts of
the country in Washington Friday. The conference was sponsored by the NAACP.

Bid For Trial

SHIRTS
LOEB-LAUNDERED

(Condoned From Page 1)
and the reordering of a new
trial.
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commented
Judge Faquin
that no evidence was presented on Monday which would
show that Ray was offered wIll••
anything beside the 99 years
to get him to plead guilty.

•

Atty. Hill said that Ray had •
not pleaded guilty under the
i▪ f8'g
-••
advice of incompetent law- dle m •
M`P4 O
yers, but under the guidance of•LI'
"antagonistic
and
fradulent•I`
counsel."
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2 SKIRTS, PANTS OR
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au, Get one 50t pt. Loeb BBQ Beans
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Ray was brought into court'
by Chief Jailer Harry Parker!'
and a deputy sheriff, and had V
on a brown checkered sport I
coat instead of the blue one he
had been seen in on earlier/ I
appearances.

-•

c a
.1! .

• -'.
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FREE
wrI'M

g a
72

•

A

•
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THIS COUPON
11
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are owned 100%
by William "Bill" Loeb

lawyers
Ray's
announced I
later Monday that they would, I
appeal Judge Faquin's ruling
to the Tennessee Supreme V
41111M.
Court.

that's Busch® baby
"And I'm telling it like it is. People today are moving
on up—reaching out for the best. And the best is Busch.
Premium brewed with costly barley, virgin hops. The
only popular-priced beer in America with in-brewed carbonation (our own special way of putting fine bubbles
in beer). The best popular-priced beer in America? That's
Busch, baby. And we can prove it."

OBSERVE ANNIVERSARY — Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Ray
Howard of 1549 Marianna st celebrated their 37th anniversary recently, and with them for the occasion were their
daughters, Misses Ella Mae, Unetta and Patricia Howard
of the Marianna address and Mrs. Earnestine Yarbrough
of 2422 Zanone st.

Look for the special Rosko display wherever you buy beer.
BUSCH ...from Anheuser-Busch, Inc., St. Louis. Mo.

Hamilton

BUSC

IF TOMMY GRANT CAN'T SAVE YOU
MONEY ON A 1969 IMPALA, HE
DOESN'T DESERVE YOUR BUSINESS.
1 See Tommy Grant

St/

...for an outstanding buy
on a low mileage 1969
Impala 2-Door or 4-Door
Hardtop. Equipped with
air conditioning, power
steering, and automatic
transmission.
Other
power options available.

41•1•••

SAVE UP TO $1000.00
Bank Financing Arranged

TEACHERS
Mr. L•vester Jones educator and Faculty of Hamilton
High School have joined The Pioneer American Insurance
Company es a consultant in the Tax Sheltered annuity
program, for School Teachers. Mr. Jones is well qualified for this position and would appreciate th• opportunity of discussing this program with you. He may be
reached by calling 942-0488 or 452-7454.

UNION
2200 LAMAR CHEVROLET
324-3611

•
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Chicago Park School
Sponsors Career Week

Miss Caller

New Area Development
Program Is Outlined

Mid-South business and gov Service under the old Clinmisof el e mentary ernmental leadership will play don government, was ann ,uncCareer Week, sponsored by,supervisor
the Guidance Department, was education, Attorney and U. S. an active role in developing ed by Lewis K. McKee, Chamber chairman.
climaxed by a Career Day, Army Captain Kenneth Cox. and implementing a strong new
May 20, 1980 at Chicago Park George Cox, principal of Wal- area development program be- "The area development proing mapped by the Memphis gram will be effective to the
School. Speakers from various ker Avenue School; the Rev.
Area Chamber of Commerce degree that we are involved
occupations spoke to the fifth Brady Johnson, Mrs. Lutille through its Greater Memphis with our neighbors in a joint,
co-ordinated effort," Mr. Lane
and sixth graders about future Price and 100 plus parents Program.
said. "They know best what
and friends.
vocations. Insight into the
Plans for involvement of area their needs and assets are,
many open fields and the bene- The program committee was leadership in the Memphis and it is essential that we sit
comprised of Mrs. Cloteal Chamber's regional develop- down with leadership in the
fits derived from them were Toles, Misses V. B. Doggett ment efforts were outlined toregion and get their ideas. We
discussed according to each and D. Anderson, Mrs. M. I day by Hunter Lane Jr., new expect to include some area
Mitchell, Mrs. B. Banks and;chairman of the organization's leaders on the committee.
child's interests.
Area Development Department. "We want to involve them in
Norris Tennon.
Appointment of Mr. Lane, a planning the services we will
Guest consultants and their
William W. Cox is the prin- Memphis attorney who served render, and in implementing
fields were Nursing, Mrs.
cipal of the school.
as Commissioner of Public Ithe program.
Eva Walker; art, Jobe S.
Walker; music, Omar R. Robinson; military careers, Major
George
Robinson, dentistry
Dr. John Jordan, fire and police, Warrant Officer Ben
Whitney, sports, Charles Harris; science, Carl Johnson,
Professor of Science at Southwestern University, law: Attorney James Swearengen, government, Mrs. Florence Craft,
cosmetology, Mrs. Josephine
Norman, and vocational education, Morris Busby.

Will Retire
At Hamilton
Miss Lydia Collier, a second
grade teacher at the Hamilton
Elementary School, will retire
at the end of the school year,
an she plans to spend her
leisure time traveling to' places
she has dreamed about.
On her trips, Miss Collier will
have pleasant thoughts about
her former colleagues, for they
have given her luggage to take
with her.

We male)bread
like we're making it
forourown kith.

Miss Collier was honored
last Saturday, May 24, during
a luncheon at the Robilio Cafeteria.
Members of her family and
her friends were on hand to
enjoy the program given for
her. She has spent the pist 45
years teaching in the Memphis
school system.
Along with the luggage, she
was presented a corsage, a deluxe copy of "Leaves of Gold,''
and many personal gifts.

3

Her, right, a second grade teacher at Hamilton Elementary School, and a teacher for
the Memphis Public School System for 45
years, was honored during a retirement
luncheon last Saturday, and seen standing
——

at left about to pin corsage on her Is the
principal, Mrs. A. H. Roberts. Seated at
the table is one of the many guests, Mrs.
Mary I. Hawkins. (McChriston Photo)

Highlighting Career
Week
was the annual closing day
program in keeping with its
theme: "Our thing for '89 —
Achievement"
Guests included
Attorney
Walter Bailey, Jr., speaker of
the day, Mrs. Lucille Brewer,

The8-hourloaf

LeMoyne-OwenAlumni
Present Cash Gifts
,Alumni of LeMoyne-Owen
presented the college $3,682 in
gifts Saturday during their annual national business session
and the reunion of '9' classes.
Mrs. Rubye D. Spight and
Rochester Neely Sr., served as
general co-chairmen of reunion activity. Elmer L. Henderson is president of the national alumni body.

were presented to Dr. C. Eric
Lincoln of New York City, the
Rev. S. A. Owen, Mrs. Ann L.
Weathers and Edwin Dalstrom,
chairman of the college's board
of trustees, all of Memphis,
and to the LeMoyne-Owen
Alumni Club in New York City.

Out-of-town alumni attending
the business session and lunchGifts and awards were pre- eon were from Detroit, New
sented at a luncheon for alum- York, Los Angeles and St.
ni, an annual affair sponsored Louis.
by Dr. Hollis F. Price, presiMembers of the 1969 graddent of the college.
uating class presented the col"Alumnus of the Year" lege with a speaker's lectern.
award went to Dr. Juanita WilReporting cash gifts were:
liamson, longtime and promiAlumni Association,
General
LeMoynenent member of the
Owen faculty. A special plaque $800; Memphis Alumni Club,
$500; New York Club, $1,000;
was given to Dr. Price.
Detroit Alumni Club $500; 1959
Awards provided by the col- class, $250; 1949 class, $32'7;
lege for outstanding alumni 1939 class, $185; 1929 class, $25,
and other distinguished citizens and 1919 class, $100.

Tenn. Lawyers Group
To Meet In Gatlinburg
The Tennessee Bar Associadon's 88th Anniversary Convention, which begins at Gatlinburg Monday, June 9 and
runs through Friday June 13,
is expected to draw hundreds
of Tennessee lawyers, wives
and children.
The lis t of distinguished

EDDIE the EDUCATOR
says ...

High schools are faced with
the formidable task of preparing youth for the rapidly
changing and challenging future.
ILLINOIS EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

speakers include:
General Bruce K. Holloway,
commandant of SAC and the
Honorable Samuel Freedman,
Justice, Court of Queen's Bench,
Manitobia, Canada.
Four State Department officials, Robert Don Lev in e,
George R. Kaplan, James Bahti
and Murray C. Smith ,will provide a symposium on U.S. Foreign Policy entitled "America
Abroad."
The role of the News Media
as Related to the Administration of Justice will be examined in a program featuring:
Francis L. Dale, editor and
publisher of Cincinnati Enquirer; Clark R. Mollenhoff. reporter with Cowles Publications; Judson Collins, director
of News for WSM Radio and
Television; and Sam Ragan,
editor of The Pilot, Southern
Pines, N.C.
In addition to these and
many other fine programs
President Foster D. Arnett of
Knoxville promises a most enjoyable, entertaining in the
Great Smokey Mountains, golf,
authentic country music by Red
& Fred, folk music by Joy King
and Jim Lunsford, the U.T. Singers and dancing to the music
of Les Brown & his Band of
Renown.

shirt the works for father...
Sure, you're proud of Pop...so show him just how much you
think of him with a handsome shirt. McGregor makes the
miracl• knits that will please any Dad on Fathers' Day.
Machine washable and dryable knits of Amel tri acetate and
nylon ore fully fashioned to fit him perfectly. Sizes S-M-L-XL.
Solid colors lime, orange, or white. $13
Stripes in brown, navy, red, or green. $14
Men's Sportswear, all three stores

TIVO BEST PLACES TO 6E1
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!

;
1)42'
IVIct; rctio r

Lowenstein amic.1
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New President Named
For Jackson State

Urban League Director To Fill
Position As Counselor of Youth

Walter Washington, president
of Utica Junior College, has
been appointed president of Alcorn A. and M. College by the
Board of Trustees of Institutions of Higher Learning of the
state of Mississippi to take office July 1, 1969.

about a social change, lie feels
that with proper training and
directions they can be a real
asset to the community lino
that such a progrm should give
rise to some great leadership
plus it also provides for the
students to have jobs over the
summer months.

Students who have recently
completed studies in the "Chicago's Urban Training Center" will soon return to Memphis to put their knowledge
to work in the 6th District. The
students are Reginald Ferguson, 22, Michael Moody, 19 of
276 Edsel and James Derden,
20, of 1548 Arkansas. The Urban Affairs Fellows, as they
are titled, have completed ten
weeks of urban training. Two
students, Donald Holmes, 18 of
280 W. Frank and Odell Co
ningham, of 1584 Arkansas will
complete training in the fall.

The program provides also
for certain study tours. Collo
cilman Netters and the team
plan to travel later this sumf
I mer to Los Angeles to study a
!similar program already in action there. "This tour hopefully will give a broader base for
expanding the program here
for at least the remaining of
any term in office," said Reverend Netters. He further stated that the Urban Affairs Fellows team will be concerned
with Block Club organization
which should give groups a
Once o study ways of improving
th ei r
immediate
neighborhoods.

FelThe
Affairs
Urban
lows named have completed
ten weeks of urban training in
Chicago's Urban Training Cen-

The students are working on
a study work grant paid by
the Ford Foundation secured
for them by Councilman James
L. Netters, who is the sponsor
of the program. The students
REV.
A. McDA.N1EL
have spent about four weeks in
The team will also give SpeCity Hall meetings and Council The team will pilot the pro- cial attention to the problems
sessions and several health and gram in the low income area of in the area of poverty, medical
welfare agencies with Council- the 6th District where the MAP- aids, welfare, jobs and housman Netters in order to ac- South program leaves oft, and ing. They will try to bring the
quaint themselves with the also a portion 01 the newly an- needy persons in contact with
function of the governing bod- nexed area. Councilman Met- the agencies that can help them
ies
and
these
community nexed area. Councilman Netter Councilman Netters said tie
services. The study work grant stated that the program was will supervise action on many
includes a 3-month salary for designed in response to the of the cases and personally
the students to work in the growing desire on the part of handle any of those that the
Memphis area.
many young people to bring team cannot manage.

Jehovah's Witnesses
Will Pack A Stadium

He is a member of Delta
Kappa Pi Honorary Society;
Mr. Washington received the Phi Delta Kappa; and Alpha
Bachelor of Arts Degree from Phi Alpha Fraternity.
Tougaloo College in 1948; the
master's degree from Indiana
University in 1952; the Education Specialist from George
College, Nashville,
Peabody
Tennessee in 1958, and is now
a doctoral candidate for the FIBS
August Commencement at the
University of Southern Mississippi.

DAISY
EMS IN

NOW SNOWING

DEDICATION PLAQUE — Principal speakers at Thursday's dedication of the Watts
Industrial Park, Imperial Highway a n d
Mona Blvd., Los Angeles, California, witnessed the unveiling of a replica of
a plaque to be erected at the site. Unveiling was done by Michael Simms, six t h
grade honor student at Martin Luther King
Jr. Elementary School. Observing, left to

right, are: Charles S. Wagner, President
of Lockheed California Company, Burbank;
Robert A. Podesta, assistant secretary for
economic development, U.S. Department of
Commerce; and Richard Allen, president
Los Angeles Economic Resources Corporation. At podium is H. David Crowther of
Lockheed.

Dems Select
Evers Nat'l
Committeman

1-0 Faculty Staff
Treated At Party

Jehovah's
Witnesses from
Memphis will be part of a
crowd of 45,000 that will pack
Atlanta's Braves Stadium July
6th - 13th but it won't be for
baseball.

Mr. Washington is married
to the former Carolyn Carter
of Canton, Mississippi. Mrs.
Washington holds the bachelor
of arts degree from Tougaloo
College; the master of arts degree from the University of
Wisconsin; and the Education
Specialist Degree from the University of Illinois, and has done
further study at Mississippi
State University.
President Washington's educational experience has included the following positions: a
teacher at Holtzclaw High
School, Crystal Springs, Miss.,;
assistant principal of Parish
High School, Hazlehurst, Miss.;
principal of Sumner Hill High
School, Clinton, Miss.; dean of
Utica Junior College and is
now president of Utica Junior
College.

Douglass '59

WASHINGTON — Mississippi's Charles Evers will officially be one of the 12 men chosen
by the Democratic Party to
The 1959 graduating class of
run its affairs between national Douglass High School will hold
conventions.
a tenth anniversary dinner on
Saturday night, May 31, at the
Channing
Phillips,
Rev.
The
Sheraton Motor Inn at 8a8
of Washington, D. C., is one of Union. It will begin at 8:30 p.the three alternates chosen to m.
All members of the class are
serve in case any of the full
at-large delegates cannot be invited to attend the affair. For
present at a meeting of the reservations call Robert C.
Johnson at 274-8479.
party hierarchy.

Plans Reunion

The Atlanta Convention is
one of 25 International ConFaculty staff members of Le
ventions beginning in this country and circling the world. Moyne Owen College treated
Simultaneous conventions will themselves to a party Monday
be held July 6-13 in New York night,
May 26, in the Mahalia
City, Buffalo, N.Y., and AtJackson
ballroom.
lanta. followed by identical
They'll be attending an Eight- programs in Pomona, Calif.,
Day International Convention Vancouver, B.C., Los Angeles, College President Hollis F.
devoted more to Bibles than Calif., Kansas City, Mo., and Price gave a picnic for faculty
base hits. In the process, they'll Chicago, Ill. The assemblies and staff Wednesday of this
put some new figures in the then hop the Atlantic for a week at Simpson's Farm.
record book: First Internation- series in Europe, Far East,
al Convention in Atlanta, the Hawaii, and final convention in
biggest convention of Jehovah's Mexico in December.
Witnesses ever in the South.
Gilbert
Branch. presiding
Minister
of
the West Memphis,
Delegates will attend from
all over the country, but pri- Ark. Congregation, said memmarily from 11 states in the bers of the congregation here
south. Some foreign delegates are already arranging transare coming, too. The Eight- portation and rooming accomDay Program will feature day modations in Atlanta, where a
The Ruth Circle of Summerand night sessions and include large Headquarters' Staff :tfield Baptist Church's MissionBible Dramas and Lectures.
Theme of the Convention is reacly has assembled to pre- ary Society will present its annual Rainbow Tea and Fash"PEACE ON EARTH."
pare for the assembly.
ionette on Sunday, June 1,
from 4 to 6 p.m. on the lawn
of the church at 1383 Boxwood
St.

A Fashion Show

•
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.
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PLUS

NEVADA SMITH

Start Today To Build I
4 Complete Set
of This Lovely
1,
Glassware... See The
Big Display AT
Your Big Star Store

Junior Missionaries

Comm unity Christian Service! Mrs. M. Moore, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Thelma Bailey is chaira Junior Missionary Societyl J. Grandberry, Mrs. R. White, man of the tea. The public is
Mrs. A. Elam, Mrs. E. Allen
which was organized and is Mrs. C. Collins. Mrs. H. Tate, invited.
.supervised by Mrs. F. R. La- Mrs. S. Spiller, Mrs. B. Avant,
The Rev. Leon Brookins is
narr, of 937-H. Lemoyne Dr., Mrs. M. Knox, Mrs. A. Wil- minister of the church.
borne, Mrs. E. Edwards, Mrs.
•vho brought joy, and cheer to L. Green, Mrs. M. Best, Mrs.
.nany mothers on Mother's L. Nolan and Mrs. S. Shelley.

GENE HACKMAN

Beautiful
Aqua- Marine
Blue
GLASSWARE

Will Present

Cheer Up The Mothers

JIM BROWN

- ---...-amoaaaKes-acsssaaae,saaaa:s!:s•aaaaaSaaa:s;PaaaaaSaa:;::~earSOMaSaaa!:::-.;!::::::::Meestakag-WW•009

Ruth Circle

Mrs. Eunice Bruce will be
narrator of the show featuring
the latest in spring and summer fashions.

He has been president of the
Mississippi Teachers AssociaPan-Hellenic
tion;
National
Council, and National Alumni
Council of the United Negro
College Fund.

TOURNAMENT FILM — Central Intercollegiate Athletic
Association Commissioner %Mani T. Johns, left, receives
Kodak film of the association's 1969 basketball tournament
held in March in Greensboro, N.C., from Charles E. Fitzgibbon, director of public affairs planning for Eastman
Kodak Company. Elizabeth City beat Norfolk State 89-86
for the championship of the association, composed of 18
colleges. Maryland State
predominantly black Southern
beat Winston-Salem 89-88 in the tournament consolation
game.

Jay.

Singing Union
Will Present
h.
icago Group

•

The Benevolent Evangelistic
Toup, which is made up of
Rodgers, Mamie
aylvia
ackson, Paul Rodgers, Mararet Jackson, Daphne Jones,
!;ylvia Thomas. Ruby Wright,
Hite, Michael
lamona
Caper, Andrea Winrow, AnRicky
Stevens, and
bony
/right, laden with beautiful The United Singing Union will
ed roses, donated by Mrs. present Ernest Franklin and
. Holloway and Mrs. M. John- the Voices of Mt. Eagle of ChiAi, delicious coconut candy, cago. Ill., in a gospel concert
nd a Devotional Kit, sang the at the Pilgrim Rest Baptist
eloved children's hymn "Yes Church next Sunday, June 1,
esus Loves Me:" recited "The at 8 p.m. The church is located
ords Prayer" and wished the on North Second.
illowing Senior Mothers of
emoyne Gardens a Hoop? Also on the program will be
Mrs. Bernice Walker of Chi(others' Day:
cago, whose rendition of "Have
Mrs. N. E. Bryant. Mrs. Thine Own Way" has made
M. Mitchell, Mrs. J. Brown, her a favorite of audiences in
ff.& I. Ford, Mrs. C. Rushing, many cities.
En. E. Wilson, Mrs. M. Turer, Mrs. N. Nelms. Mrs. J. Mrs. LoRetia Williams of
ean, Mrs. J. Moore, Mr. Arkansas is also scheduled to
Serving as master
nd Mrs. S. Thomas, who had be present.
ceremonies
for the program
of
ist buried a twin daughter,
will be Brother Theo "Bless
ix's. M. Merrill, Mrs. T. Baker
My Boness" Wade of Radio
Ars. S. Taylor, Mrs. H. Wash- Station WDIA.
igton, Mrs. T. Baker, Mrs.
I. Wilson, Mrs. A. Jones, For the nearest location of a
Ira. J. Taylor, Mrs. M. Wil- person selling tickets, call Mrs.
Wilkerson, J. W. Warford at 527- 4070.
Mrs. G.
.ams

Moir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns 1
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groupe
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IF
YOU WILL WORK
WITH US
WE WILL WORK
WITH YOU
TO SEE THAT YOU
GET THE OLDSMOBILE OF YOUR CHOICE
AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE
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FREE
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The Will To Act
In Urban Crisis
Is Being Tested
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Romney And National Crisis
"President Nixon has chosen
this one hundredth day of his Administration to launch a revitalization of the American Dream for all
Americans through a restoration of
the historic role of the people
themselves as the prime movers
of our nation's progress. If we are
to resolve America's crisis of the
spirit, we must engage the spirit
of the people. If we are to find solutions to the full spectrum of our
nation's probleins, we must employ
the full range of our resources.
Government, of course, will do its
part. But government alone is not
enough.
"We must involve the indivi—
dual energies of millions of Americans and their private institutions.
working together voluntarily. For
we can make no greater secular response in the solution of our crisis
of the spirit than to strengthen
and extend voluntary cooperation
which is brotherhood in action."
If these words by Secretary of
Housing and Urban Development
George Romney are a true barometer of the spirit and intent of the
Nixon Administration, then there
is ground for reposing faith in the
ability and perceptiveness of the
new President to resolve the national erisis in a manner commensurate with its dimensions.
We don't quite subscribe to
Gov. Romney's churchly assessment of the nation's domestic dilemma in terms of "crisis of the
spirit." The problem incidental to
housing, slums and an ever-recurring cycle of poverty transcend
the bounds of the spirit.
If the crisis in the material
needs of the masses is to be resolved, Washington must face it in

iti nakedness. And the invitation to
the private sector of the American
economy must underline the gravity of the situation in the light of
the threat it poses to our national
security.
Of course in the high sphere of
metaphysics spirit and matter are
interchangeable. This is an Aristotelian concept that cannot be
easily equated with unrelieved
pangs of hunger that sap the vitality of the black 'people of the
slums, This stark,
unchanging
reality calls f o r governmental
commitments on a scale never before proposed or contemplated.
Government must provide the leadership, the way, the formula for
an enduring resolution of the basic
issues that confront the nation.
Private institutions, in the
main, will not come to the rescue
of the poor, especially the black
poor in the slum enclave, without
definitive incentives by the Federal government. It is a sorrowful delusion to think that big
business would divest itself of
the profit motive to relieve
poverty and hunger in the black
ghettos where the suffering is intensified by discrimination and
racism.
Gov. Romney is a man of infinite goodwill and honesty. He
has a full grasp of the immensity
and character of the economic and
racial problems that are taxing the
national energy. He has mingled
with the poor. He knows their
cries of anguish, and he is familiar
with their frustrations. If given the
proper tools and support by the Administration, he will help clear the
path to the fullfillment of the
American Dream.

An Important Opinion
A symbolic protest against the
Vietnam war by seven high school
and junior high school students
in Des Monies, Iowa, provided the
background, for a very significant
and timely opinion of the Supreme
Court on current demonstrations.
The students in question were
suspended for defying a local
school board ruling by comnig to
class wearing black armbands to
highlight their disagreement with
the U.S. government involvement in
the bloody and costly Southeast
Asian conflict. A test case on the
issue made its lengthy way, after
three years, through the Federal
district and appeals courts and finally to the high tribunal which handed down its decision. a few days
ago.
The Constitutional questions
involved have lost none of their relevance, as the Supreme Court's 7-2
opinion and an angry dissent both
clearly showed. Speaking for the
majority, Associate Justice Fortes.
with usual brilliance and judicial
insight, held that the young demonstrators had been unjustly denied
their right to free !speech and expression in an orderly fashion. There
was no disruption or disturbance.
he found. He made it clear that the
Constitution does not protect student protest that "materially disrupts clasework or involves substantial disorder or invasion of the
rights of others."
But Associate Justice Black,
objecting bitterly to this reasoned judgement, took the narrow, ruetic view that it would encourage
many students "to defy their teachers on practically all orders" at

over the land are already running
loose, conducting break-ins, sitins, lie-ins and smash-ins."
But there is nothing in the'
majority opinion that sustains
"smash-ins, break-iss or sit-isle."
The language of the majority
opinion is explicit and clear. It says
that the Constitution provides no
umbrella for student disorder or
disruption. Justice Black's dissent
Is a feeble echo of many indiscriminating out-cries. Americans, who
have the ability to think logically
and who posses intellectual integrity, can recognize the distinction between peaceful dissent and
disruption that Justice Fortes so
ably commended to the nation's
courts.
The rigist arrogant rulings effectuated by the school authorities
in Des Monies needlessly aggravated a situation that might have been
assessed by the school community
as an infantile, meaningless jest.
Justice Black's alarmist warnings
notwithstanding, the fact remains
that it Is those authoritarian
abuses of power and not the orderly challenge to them that too
often undermine the clear exercise
of liberty in contemporary America
and give impetus to extra-legal hysteria.
Men like Justice Black who are
wedded to antediluvian traditions
of authority and ..whome field of
vision is tEittheir by progressive
more harm than
senility, ifir
good by voicing oninIOne that agitate
rather than calm troubling waters.
They should either retire from the
throne of authority or zipper up
their trembling lips.

By LOUIS MARTIN
It is a strange and terrifying world for many
teenagers who are floating around in our big cities,
rootless, often hungry, homeless and jobless. Color
these teenagers black and the terror is greater because for blacks our society provides special harassment.
The development of highly organized gangs and
a complex gang structure, which has been described
as an invisible government, is not as astonishing as it
may at first seem. The violence and gang warfare
which are becoming a way of life in the big cities
represent a natural and predictable growth within
this gang framework.
Some of the stories of intimidation
and coercion by gang members and the
blind, thoughtless violence directed at
boys who do not have a place in this
gang structure seem beyond belief. Widespread cruelty and murder have become
commonplace.
The adult world is shocked when
some of these incidents hit the headlines. The civic leaders, the politicians,
and the government leaders spring up
with dire warnings and expressions of
great horror. Once this big shock wave
passes, however, life goes as usual and the teenagers
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
ty will lose their jobs. They will say are forgotten.
It has been reported that in one square mile on
The DeKalb County (adjacent to that they do not need all of the black
Atlanta's Fulton County) Board of Ed- teachers. But if the situation were re- the Westside of Chicago, there are 85,000 blacks and
ucation has adopted a plan to comply versed and a white school closed, I am 60 per cent of those are under 21 years of age. They
with the guidelines of HEW by closing certain that no white teacher would lose are with few exceptions, below the poverty line, ill fed,
down five all-Negro schools and merg- his or her job. I wager again that the ill housed, under-educated, or miseducated, and again
ing their student bodies with those of Negro teachers who will be let out will jobless.
What does life offer them? Who cares about theiz
other nearby
not get help from the Board of Educaschools. The plan
tion in finding jobs. Here the NAACP future? What have they got to lose?
is to close the NeThese are questions in their minds. They cannot
has its job cut out for it.
answer them and we have either ignored the questions
gro high school
the
in
Here
a
is
defect
fundamental
and four elemenor failed to find satisfactory answers for them.
law
The
on
the
desegregating
schools.
tary schools. Only
In such an environment, any boy who makes good
is
too
black
all
disteacher
frequently
one black school,
in the acceptable American tradition has got to be a
will
Some
teachers
against.
criminated
Robert Shaw, an
born miracle worker.
be let out because the Board will claim
elementary
It is demonstrable sociological fact that if a boy
that they are incompetent. Discriminaschool, will reday-out like a dog, sooner or
tion again! When it comes to an all-Ne- is treated day-in and
main in operafinally bite.
gro school, the black teacher has been later he will learn to bark and
tion. This is De- .
has the same
everyone
When gang violence erupts,
Kalb's answer to HEW's orders that all competent; but when the schools are deeffihowever
work,
Police
public schools must remove "all racial segregated, black teachers automatically answer, "Call the cops."
come
never
will
however fair,
identities" by the 1969-70 school year. becomes incompetent. This is immoral cient, however humane,
situation which within its
social
a
correcting
to
close
rank
and
discrimination.
The 375 black students at Hamilton
self literally manufactures social dynamite.
High will be distributed to three white
This is the pattern: we run from
What is said here has been said before, in many
high schools - Avondale, Duids Hill black to white; never from white to
of ghetto life
and Clarkstown. This will not be easy. black. In any kind of merger in- ways and many times. The ugly facts
scientists,
social
of
thousands
by
studied
been
have
It will be, perhaps, a harder job distrib- volving whites, the Negro comes out on
In
experts.
of
kinds
all
and
researchers,
governmental
uting the black students in the four ele- the little end. In every state where the
the
studying
on
spent
been
has
money
much
so
fact
mentary schools.
Negro educational associations have
that it may exceed the amount needed to
On the surface, this looks fine. But merged with the white associations, Ne- problems
them.
correct
if one probes deeply, he will find that groes have gotten the worst of it. If the
The great mystery is the reluctance of governthis is downright discrimination. The black Georgia educational association
and the establishment to act upon the knowlment
school officials of DeKalb County merged with the white association on
already have.
they
edge
I wouldn't dare close a white school and terms the Negro teachers have voted, it
our cities are going to hell and we know
know
We
send the white students to Negro will be the only black association that
seems to happen that can be connothing
schools. The parents of white children has merged with complete dignity and why. Yet
meaningful.
wouldn't stand for it. They would raise honor. When the Louisville Municipal sidered
Since this is a national problem, affecting all of
hell. The Negro students in DeKalb College merged with the University of
cities' it would seem that leadership would
if
but
big
protest,
our
County are marching in
Louisville, only one black teacher was
marching
HEW approves the plan, their
taken over. The DeKalb action probably come out of Washington:Yet the biggest news so far
not
do
will do no good. Since Negroes
means tokenism for Negro teachers who has been the effort of the Administration to close up
pushed
are
have the power, they
are chosen to teach in the previously all- more Job Corps installations. Unhappily, this effort
around,
white schools. This is integration with is meeting with success.
Washington is short on action but long on plans.
There will be discrimination at an- discrimination. There should be a way to
are coming
other point. I wager that many black stop discrimination against black teach- Everything is being planned and proposals
is
Planning
leadership.
national
out of the ears of the
teachers in the schools of Dekalb Coun- ers.
visiconcrete,
to
leads
it
only meaningful, however, if
ble results.
In talks with young Panthers and members of
other youth groups, one hears the familiar rhetoric
died in Memphis this year be- retarded beyond correction by
HUNGER PAIN
of revolution. The vulgar language and the threatening
even the ablest teachers.
The nature and extent of cause of malnutrition.
calculated to shake up the smug adults
hunger is finally being called The
"malnutrition" Hunger has a terrible ef- speeches are all
word
bad
is
It
who have "got it made." These youth feel they have
to the attention of the wealthy covers a lot of ground. Basi- fect on children.
even
adults
but
.
.
on
.
enough
of
and middle class citizens
cally it means being hungry.
no other alternatives in their passionate wish for a
Memphis. Wide publicity is It means lack of the proper worse on children.
better world than they inherited.
currently being used to give foods. It suggests that "mere Hunger respects no color
Of course there is no defense for those who relocal folk some idea of the soul food" is not enough to lines. The result is that there
gut-hurting, brain destroying equip a child for modern-liv- are a lot of children hungry in sort to violence. Everyone is unhappy because so much
effects of prolonged hunger.
ing. Soul food may have been the rich country . . . Negroes, terror stalks the city streets. The day may come when
Hungry people have been all right for work in the fields, Mexicans, Indians, whites . . .
of Americans will prefer a police state to
with us all along. But most of but today the bulk of the popu- and most of all Negroes, who the majority
us just took them for granted., lation of this nation is either have been traditionally t h e widespread terrorism. Then we will finally get conMost of us, who were not feel- living in town or moving to low man on the totem pole.
centration camps and all they connote.
ing the effects of hunger, town. This necessitates some And most of the hungry chilWhen our security is threatened by a foreign
never took a close, hard look change in dietary habits.
dren are not in that condition
when our foreign alliat its stark and deadly visage. And this is mentioned be- because of the laziness or re- enemy as at Pearl Harbor or
our nation knows
Vietnam,
in
as
even
So, it's hard for many citi- cause too many people,
fusal of their parents to work ances lead us to war
zens to believe what local those who can afford it, are in their behalf. They are hun- how to mobilize its resources for action. Congress
agencies like MAP South, the "digging their graves with gry because the incomes of
with the money and the munitions makers
Medical Council, and various their teeth." They don't know their families are too low to comes up
groups which have concerned what foods to buy for them - to provide for them adequate- break production records.
themselves now reveal. Most of wives and their children.
No one can seriously question the capacity of this
ly. One news story last week
us would rather say it isn't so. Speaking of children, one told of a black mother who nation to deal with the domestic crisis which threatens
But now, even the local story quoted a medical authori- "works like a horse" to feed
destruction as bombs dropped
dailies are making it bard to ty as saying that prolonged her children . . . but still finds our cities witli as much
dodge the tragic look of the hunger or malnutrition . . . in her best efforts insufficient toi by a foreign enemy.
. .
poor and hungry. Poverty is infants from the day of birth give them a proper diet.
What.is being tested by u,rban unrest is the Amenbeing shown in pictures. Tele- until they are 18-months old,1
of us can re- can will. The national will to action is missing.
vision and radio are also tak- stunts the child's growth „in No doubt, some
of the
instances
the
member
So far we are getting pious talk about voluntary
ing the story into the homes of, body and mind. Lack of a
white folks'
those who are not hungry. proper diet . . . particularly a 'ladies in the
by big business, liberal rhetoric from profess
efforts
home pans
The documentary is so ugly un- diet with unsufficient protein yard who brought
hearts, and double-talk from the pobleeding
alonel
night to feed their chiltil most of us are shocked.
(meat, eggs etc.) will pre- every
are litical leadership in Washington. This is no substitute
pans
today
Well,
dren.
But that's the way it is.
manently injure a child.
accessible. Thus the for food for the hungry, housing for the homeless, and
A recent report has revealed One of the saddest aspects of not so
hungry children are,
of
cries
that 320 babies died in Mem- the situation is that after the
other than their jobs for the jobless.
ears
reaching
lack
or
of
nothingi
six,
of
virtually
age
phis last year because
Hard cash should be poured into the ghettos now.
mothers.'
of proper pre-natal care The very little, can be done to reThat's as it should be. Here's 1 Crash programs on housing and food should be emreport implied that one rea- pair the damage done to the
behoping Memphis listens and barked upon now. In ahrort, we should do for our own
son for this lack was malnu- child's brain. And that's
trition . . lack of proper food cause the brain has not been gives serious attention to the suffering citizens what we are doing for the dthiens
for the mothers. Another report allowed to grow . • due to plight of the poor . . . and
of South Vietnam. Certainly we should do no less.
directly listed six babies who,lark of food. Such a child is hungry, in our midst.
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AWNINGS!
METAL
CANVAS
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DRAPERIES
SUP FOYERS
LOWEST PRICES.
SUPERIOR TAILORING
CAMPUS TURMOIL — The campus Of
Lincoln University, Jefferson City, ME,
remained in a state of uneasy quiet this
week following student outbreaks. Members of the National Guard were ordered

SAMPLES SHOWN
IN YOUR NOW
AT YOUR CONVENIENCE.

'swum Pill
WITHOUT OSUGATION
EASY TEEMS

WINDOW SHADES

FLOOR COVERING'.

VSAIETIAN & VERTICAL

RUGS, CARPETS

!SUNOS

HARD SURFACS

th e campus following disturbances.
Above students are shown in front of the

4.

Student Union Building which was heavily
damaged by fire.

Hatcher Denies Being
Part Of Plot In Gary

SECRETARIAL PROFICIENCY — National Secretaries' Week, sponsored locally by
the Business Education Department of
Tennessee tale University, was the occasion for recognition of outstanding secretaries, when Mrs. Leon C. Farbes (second
from left) of the President's office, was
presented the NCAS Service Award for 1969.
Mrs. Barbara Roberts (right) of Sociology
Department, was named "Secretary of the
Week" and Miss Rose Thomas (second from
right), a senior from Halls, Tenn., w a s
named the "Student Secretary of the Week."

Looking on at left is Mrs. A. P. Torrence,
wile of the president of the university, who
addressed the group at a buffet dinner honoring the secretaries. Another feature of the
week's observance was the installation of
charter members of the Tennessee A&I State
University Chapter of the National Collegiate Association for Secretaries (NCAS),
conducted by Dr. L. V. Taylor of Middle
Tennessee State University in Murfreesboro.
and National Secretary of NCAS. Newly
elected officers were also installed.

INDIANAPOLIS — The State enter the Armory at the time
of Indiana's Republican Ad- orginally planned. They dethough layed their appearance for a
acting
ministration.
State Attorney General Theo- full hour -and-a-half after the
dore Sendak, has officially ask- demonstrators had left the
ed the FBI to investigate The building. No arrests were made
City of Gary's black Mayor, However, Gov. Hatcheer says
Richard G. Hatcher, a Demo- a full investiga ion into the incicrat, on charges that Hatcher's dent before Atty-Gen Sendak
"own staff helped organize and asked the FBI to investigate
direct the vandals" who dishim.
rupted a recent state banquet.
Polarization by both whites
Atty.—General Sendak 's
and Negroes has been increas- "It can be a last chance for through high
school and be-1 "There are some 25 young
charge was that Hatcher's
ing in Gary in recent months.
staff encouraged the citizens
for !came a graduate of Talladegal people working at the depot
employment
permanent
There
have
been
quite
a
few
several
of
Jones,
a
veteran
Rev.
College in Talladega, Alabama. under Project Value," he said.
present and of, the state's ofsurprises disruptions by black the hard-core unemployed," he
years in automobile sales, is now in
ficials alike.
that this in
citizens. Citizens in one affluent pointed out, "and I believe that "I had friends behind me," "They understand
a better position than ever to serve
The incident at Gary Nation- white enclave of Gary have the majority of them will take he recalled. "I don't think any their chance to make the
your needs. As a member of our new
al Army, in which the protes- also actually moved to put a the opportunity seriously and person can make a success of grade and become full-time
cor sales staff, he can sell you any
tors broke dishes and threw resolution demanding seces- succeed."
life without advice and encour- employees. I think they'll ac1969 Chevrolet - from the luxurious
cept the responsibilities and
food and destroyed the pro- sion of their area from the rest
agement from someone."
Caprice to the economical Malibu grams and menus, occurred of Gary. The action would take This opinion came from Mr. In 1944, Mr. McDaniel began be successful."
just as Gov. Edgar Whitcomb several years but The City of James A. McDaniel, Youth a career with the Urban Lea- Rev. and Mrs. McDaniel
on up to 42 month financing. See Rev.
and Atty. -General Sendak were Gary is fast becoming about Counselor at the Defense De- gue. Because he believed in have seven children, Alfreda,
Jones, too, fora Chip Barwick "OK"
to be ushered into the banquet. equally divided in population pot Memphis. He was refer- their principles and worked to James Jr., Margaret Ann, Joguaranteed used car. Rev. Jones is
proud to serve you at Chip Barwick
Mayor Hatcher appeared at between whites and Negroes. ring to Project Value offering develop them, he became Exe- seph. Beverly, LaVerne and
Chevrolet, where we have "quality
the banquet a short time after, Meanwhile Gary's black May- job opportunities for the hard- cutive Director, a position he Sandra. The McDaniels live at
stills holds.
1297 S. Parkway East.
the demonstrators had entered or Richard Hatcher has con- core of unemployed youths.
cars for quality people". . .priced
the building, it was charged tinued to maintain support from
right!"
with
works
Mr. McDaniel
by the Attorney-General. But a great majority of blacks and
men and women 16 to 25 years
Mayor Hatcher insists that he poorer whites throughout the
who seek employment
old
arrived after the demonstra- city.
N eighborhood
through the
tion was over.
He has made such statements
Youth Corps. His job is to belt)
Hatcher accused the Gover- as: "Any society in which a
their problems and assist
nor and Attorney-General of very tiny minority of citizens with
trainees to become iiermanent
exploiting the.jncident for the back in the most affluent luxGREENSBORO,_ N. C. — like their own who "have made
In additicn to the
_
sake of party politics.
ury whilethe great majority employees.
740 UNION 527-2661
a
Plan for Progress task it.
Memphis,
A
Defense Depot
.4 Hatchet.„said:..,!..There were of citizens tale out a survival
De-i force team of five "living wit- A former biology teacher,
no acts of violence while I was in the direst of poverty is cor- ttlajot field activity of the
fense Supply Agency, .113 aspresent. I asked all persons rupt and must be changed
nesses" spent three two days Mrs. Prothro spent 13 years
who had been demonstrating to Since his election as the signment includes Navy Mil- at Bennett College recently.
on the public relations staff of
leave and they did."
city's first black mayor, Hat- lington, the U. S. Corps of EnPet Milk Co., in St. Louis,
The Attorney-General said cher has waged a relentless gineers, and the Defense In- Formed about six years ago Mo., and now works for Farthat the violent demonstration campaign on organi,zed cirme, dustrial Plant Equipment during the Kennedy-Johnson ley Manning and Associates, a
was a "graphic example of thei which had the strongest hold Center.
Administration, Plans for Pro- New York based public relaofficially-encouraged hoodlum- on the city before he took office,
motivate young gress taks force members, on tions firm.
to
hope
"I
••••4 ism which is takeing place in and on corruption in high places people," he said earnestly, leave from their regular jobs,
Others on the task force
the City of Gary."
and politics, he has also de"and provide the incentive t,o visit black college campuses were J a cqueline Pinckney,
After the violent disruption manded that industry take over
indoctrinating students on the
themselves."
took place, Atty.-Gen. Sendak a much bigger share of t h e apply
;many opportunities that minor- who heads the publications
Although Mr. McDaniel start- ity group members now have staff for General Electric
May and Gov. Whitcomb did no t city's tax load.
Corp., Philadelphia; Leonora
ed as Youth Counselor inlwith "big-business.Moragne, product publicist,
wealth
of
brings
a
April,
he
31.
experience and the determine- According to Mrs. Louise General Foods Corp., White
tion to do all in his power to Prothro. who headed the task Plains, N. Y., DeVera Edforce, the tag "living witnessbe helpful,
es" was one used by former wards, b e a uty consultant,
Born in Cartersville, Geor-lirice-president Hubert Hum- Pharmaco Laboratories, Kenilgia, he shouldered responsibi- phrey because it gave the stu- worth, N. J., and Maxine Gralities on the farm as a boy of dents an opportunity to see
9. In the difficult years that for themselves other black peo- dy, ticket agent, American
followed, he worked his way pie with backgrounds much Airlines, Memphis Tenn.
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A new phrase is being kicked around these
days to describe the black people who are
being hired by many of the big companies.
They're being satirically referred to as
"window dressing" negroes. The meaning is
obvious. It's the black face that pops into view
suddenly and for no,apparent reason in a television commercial. It's the no-job job with
no sharply defined duties or responsibilities.
It's an office, a desk, a title and a salary.
Are these the goals of black youth? Is this the
inspiration, the hope and the promise held out
to black people? I don't think so. In spite of
the "window dressing" people and jobs, there
is some reality to be understood and believed.
There is a brand new world, here and now.
There is a Civil Rights Act passed by'the
Federal government. There is opportunity,
however limited it may be at the moment.
But to really make it, black youth must
show he's not just as good as somebody else at a
job. He's got to be better. And to be better, he's
got to aim at a goal. Once aimed, he's got to
stay with it. When that job comes along, he
has to really dig in and learn it from the
bottom up, inside and out. That's the only way
to make it, no matter what color you are. I say,
play it straight so when they "change the
window" you'll still be there...not because
you're black but because you know what you're
doing. Let's face it...no job is worth a damn
if you're holding it because somebody is obeying a law.
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Robert Brown...Man With Many Jobs
By ETHEL L PAYNE
WASHINGTON — By his own description, Robert J.
Brown, Special Assistant to the President, is a "generalist"
whose range of responsibility goes across the board a n d
make him "gung ho" on all enterpries.
The former High Point, N.C. head of a public relations
firm bearing his name, was appointed by President Nixon
last December. At 34 years, he has had a varied career that
includes Agent of the Bureau of Narcotics in the U. S. Treasury Department, Law Enforcement Officer, High Point Police Department, President of the Friendly Leader Manufacturing Co., Director of Relocation, High Point Redevelopment
Commission and Partner in the Harlem Freedom Associates.
In addition, he is a member of the Board of Trustees,
North Carolina College at Durham; member of the Southern

NOM fighting
In New Areas
NEW YORK — The National cause of the expense and time
Office for the Rights of the involved, NORI has confined
Indigent, a division of the its operation in this field to
NAACP Legal Defense and New York State, but the aim
Educational Fund, has ex- is to set precedence for other
panded its operation to include states and hopefully, to establegal problems involved in stu- lish nation-wide patterns.
dent demonstrations as well
Schrag has set up a netas schools-communities rela- work of 25 lawyers around the
tions and consumer welfare.
country concentrating on conNORI was established March sumer fraud and exchanging
16, 1967 under a $1 million information and
ideas. In
threeyear
grant from
the june, this group will come toFord Foundation. It is design- gether in Washington for a
A GOOD SIGN — When Rev. Ralph D. Abernathy held a ed to extend research and meeting to explore how more
news conference in Washington, D.C. in connection with test case litigation support to impact can be brought to bear
attorneys (both private prac- on Congress and federal legishis Pool People's Campaign, not only was he backed by
two of the top officials of the Southern Christian Leader- titioners and legal aid socie- lation.
ship Conference, Rev. Walter Fauntroy, Washington, D.C. ties) who are providing legal NORI attorney Vilma Marleft and Hosea Williams, right, but also the sign of the services to indigents and to tinez Singer is litigating cases
make available to these atcross.
regarding migrant workers in
torneys the substantial experimy bullet in a revolver at the ence and expertise in law re- upstate New York. In the
criminal law field, NORI has
end of a car parts firm owner form of the NAACP Legal been active in bringing federal
Defense and Educational Fund
suits affecting the poor and
and played Russian roulette
Inc. (Which is a completely
with the gun during a robbery. separate and distinct organiza- the application of vagrancy
laws, particularly in the South.,
Police said that the busi- tion from the NAACP, itself). Last year, it won a
notable
nessman, David Fineret, own- The director of the NORI case involving the right o f
program is Michael Meltsner.
Negro prisoners to read black
er of Coraopolis Motor Parts Approximately 15
of the law- publications. It has challenged
Co., had told the alleged thief yers on the staff of the Legal
the death penalty as cruel
that he had just sent all of the Defense Fund give time to and unusual punishment under
days receipts of the business NORI cases as the situation the 8th Amendment of the Conpermits. The new Student
,CORAOPOLIS — A man from to the bank.
stitution. As a result of litiganearby Wheeling, W. Va., Actually, Fineret had hidden Rights Program under NORI
in the entire United States. To
James L. Griffin, 31, was be- the money. Police said the is headed by Heywood Burns.
a limited degree, NORI has
ing held on failure to raise bandit beat the businessman former law clerk to Judge
tion last year there
t a
bond of $50,000 here last week severely before using the Rus- Constance Baker Mote* Over
after he allegedly put a dum- sian roulette tactic. It worked. the past year, the program has single execution of any kind
participated in welfare rights.
been concerned with situatest cases.
tions, both racial and non-raIt is presently involved in
dountoun • union tRe•
cial, involving due process
three cases regarding the insouthland mall
and equal protection rights of
equalities resulting from rastudents. As the twoyear recial and economic discriminaport of NORI points out, stution in the provision of municidents are quite often indigent!
pal services and facilities.
and lacking in full recognition'
These are three small Missisfashion specialists in sizes
before the law.
sippi towns where there is
18 to 60 and 161
/
2 to 321/2
BURNS said that NORI is
gross difference between street
particularly
concerned
over disposal in white and Negro
the flight to the suburbs and
paving, lightin and sanitation
its impact on school systems.
areas. NOR! hopes that the
Arbitrary
s u spensions
and outcome of these cases will afexpulsions are being examinfect similar patterns in large
ed.
urban Northern areas.
When the Defense Fund does
not take a position on the right
cool, cotton
of teachers or school authorities to do so, it does stress
o-piecer
he need for an equitable manner of procedure. In many
cases, no legal action has
been necessary. The mere invention of LDF has been sufficient to resolve the complaints.
Last year, a case in New
York City hinged upon the
pizec 16i2 to 2-V2
right of an expelled student to
and 46 to 52
bring a lawyer to the hearing. NASHVILLIO, Tenn.—Twelve
The New York State Legisla- junior class women students
ture subsequently passed a have been tapped at Fisk Unilaw uphOlding this. NORI has versity as 1970 members of
combred cotton cord skirt
represented Columbia U. stu- the university's coveted Gold
and jacket ore crisp, col
dents before university tribun- Key Honor Society.
and machine washable
als, and has filed a case in Members of the society are
... jacket features smart
Aarkansas over a Baptist Col- elected from the top 35 women
•
double breasted effect
lege. The issue involved is the in the class who have an acand neat collar . . .
protection of the right of free- cumulative academic average
ming vertical stripes . . .
of 3.0 or above .They must have
dom of speech.
choose blue or green wtth
The controversy issue of de- shown the highest quality of
white.
centralization in the public leadership and service to the
schools and community control universtty as judged by six
vivo-A
••••••••
is another area in which NORI faculty and student groups
has interest. The hiring and whose decisions are subject to
of personal decisions is one the final approval of present
MAU. ORDERS: ocbi 7.5e
!which raises many legal tech- members of the society.
po•tope pl.'s
tax for
The new members are:
nicalities.
Tennessee delicery.
Belinda Griffith, Nashville;
CONSUMER FRAUD
Joyce Yarborough, Indianapolis;
One of the most important
Portia Shuler, Orangeburg, S.
tasks of the National Office for
•
C.; Beshetta Merritt, Danville.
the Rights of the Indigent has Va., Noel Evans,
Indianapolis:
been to take on consumer pro- Albertine Carter, Clarksdale.
tection cases. Philip Schrag, Miss., Renee Lewis, Jacksonthe consumer fraud attorney ville, Fla.; Karen Jenkins,
•for NORI, says the method State Normal, N. Y.: Michele
• 527-6436
64 SO. MAIN
DOWNTOWN •
is to create deterrents, since Moore, San Francisco; Rebera
• 274-2065 •
1992 UNION
UNION AVE. •
consumers have no effective Elliott, Gary, Ind.; Junnita WilWHITENAVEN • SOUTHLAND MALL • 391-0064
means of enforcing even the liams, Philadelphia; and Cheryl
rights they already have. Be- Manson, Baton Rouge, La.

'Russian
Roulette'
Nets $$$

ROBERT J. BROWN
. . . Nixon's Man In D.C.

Christian Leadership Conference, the Interstate Association et
YMCA's of the Carolinas, the North Carolina Outward Bound
School and the High Point Chaznber of Commerce and a Ufa
Member of the NAACP. His wife, the former Sallie Walker,
has been an active partner and supporter in most of his enterprises.
Brown was closely associated with the late Martin Lutherna-Jr, Along with other bright young black businessmen,
he carried:on much of the fund-raising activity for the SCLC,
so his ti6s were very doge, with the organization. Last week,
when Ralph David Abernathy Arid his delegation held their
ill-fated White House meeting,' Bob Brown found himself in
the position of being on the other side of the table. He defended the President and his role in the meeting after Abernathy accused Mr. Nixon of being indifferent to the demands
of the poor and of refusing to meet with the group waiting
in the Indian Treaty Room in the Executive Office Building
where Brown maintains his office.
Says Brown: "You would be surprised to know the President's in-depth knowledge of the poor. He intends to do what
is right. My respect for him grows daily."
As for the charge of ignoring the delegation, Brown said
that the President had come to the meeting where the Urban
Council was in session and waiting for Abernathy. When
he failed to appear on time, the President had to go back
to his office to work. Meanwhile, Abernathy was outside the
White House gates talking to reporters. When he did arrive,
the President came back and spent more than an hour with
the group. "He just didn't have the time to meet with the
rest of the delegation," said Brown and defensively, be added,
"last year President Johnson didn't meet with them at all."
Brown's special area in addition to minority business enterprise is working with youth problems. His contacts in the
White House are John Ehrlichman and Robert Haldeman,
Special Assistants also.
- --
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e get carried away when
you come around...
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Budweiser
is the only beer in America
that's Beechwood Aged
(But you know that.)
HOUSTON • cotuksaus • sacasotivilll
ANNEUSER-RUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • 1.03 ANGELES • TAMPA •
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MILLION DOLLAR GREYHOUNDS ARE RACING AT SOUTHLAND GREYHOUND PARK TONIGHT.

POST TIME 8 P.M.
si.vmER Homr OF GAP/HOUND C.,1MPiflNS

SOUTHLAND

PLENTY OF FREE PAVED PARKING
CLOSED ON WEDNESDAY AND SUNDAY NIGHTS
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from his own Christian Bro- PIE S U GARMON, another • . .The MEMPHIS CO-EITES Helping Kim do
it up were
thers High School, Mark and Board member who's figured are all starry eyed over their EVERETT STRONG, LYAUthe two little Turner daughters, prominently in the recent news Graduation Dinner which come NA and LAUNA SMITH, BARFRANCES and LISA along with at Memphis State University up June 27, and at which CON- RY CAMPBELL, PAMELA
members of the Turner family, where she was the "first" GRESSWOMAN
SHIRLEY POINTER, RILL LITTLE, STE
SAMUEL TURNER, a anther- black prof hired! *RV DAVID ansHotat will be the fea- PHANIE and TRACY HARRIS,
from Chicago who made a pres- ACEY, ATTY ,AND
MRS. tured speaker. CONGRESS. ANTHONY ISABEL, MARVIN
entation for the family; MR. WALTER BAILEY, she's ano- MAN CHARLES C. DIGGS, AND NATALYN MATTHEWS,
AND MRS. BENJAMIN TUR- ther Board Member and hostess JR., of Detroit who is one of CHERRY SMITH, JANICE AN
NER GREENVILLE, a brother and he's one of the attorneys fo the Honorary Chairmen of the MARIAN CASH, CARLTON
and sister-in-law, and another the Memphis State students and dinner commended the Co-Ettes AND BRENDA CATCHING&
sister, MRS. NELLIE TURNER was ATTY. OTIS HIGGS, Pres- on their choice and said, "You KEVIN AND CARIA MONMATTIX, who had all motored ident of the local American are fortunate, indeed, in secur- TAGUE, RENEE MITCHELL,
up from Greenville, Mississippi, Civil Liberties UNION with his ing the services of my distin- EDITH DOGGETT, TOYA and
along with a friend, 11IRS. wife CAROL, ATTY. HOSEA guished colleague, Shirley Chis- TERRY POWELL, and MINOLLS.
LOCKARD, NAACP President holm, as featured speaker. She CHAL ARMOUR.
The week-end brought more during the lean years before it is in great demand her accepWe had houseguest over the
lfamily folk and this time those became quite so fashionable to tant of your engagement is a week-end, the stunning BERS1A
who could not come through speak out for Civl Rights, he's measure of the stature of the "STARR" MC KINNEY from
BMA LEE LAWS
"I could tell where the es, theaters, hotels, Ellis Audi the week came for Ray's grad- now Administrative Assistant to event".
Chicago who is a former TSD
Lamplighter was by the torium, Dobbs House, city and uation and they included Al- Governor Ellington, you know, So luv, let's give the Co- staffer and member of the
mother, Mrs. Leo JESSE BISHO, ardent NAACP Ettes a turn away crowd for WDIA staff where she had
county school systems, and the legra's
trail he left behind him"
Memphis Public library Will, who sent a beautiful tele- worker and another Board mem their dinner, tickets are $7.50 "TERRY TOONS". She is now
Harry Lauder
gram to her son-in-law on his her, MRS. GEORGIA ATKINS, each.
an office manager for the OfDINING AND DANCING. . . among many others.
night;
Allegra's sisters, MRS. staunch NAACPer and mother Pretty little ANGELA KIM fice of Economic Opportunity in
EXECUTIVE
Wednesday past found the ROY WILKINS,
RUTH W I LL, from
New of MRS. VASCO A. SMITH, REID, is all of six years old the Windy City.
commandant of the "MERRY secretary of the NAACP was Rhodes,
Louisiana and MRS. executive secretary of the local and her parents, our TSD EDI- And another friend of long
principal
speaker
at
the
banque
GO ROUND" wining and dining
JEAN WILL RICHARD and her Branch, another stalwart, who TOR and MRS. McCANN REID standing since childhood that
with other members of the and praised the Civil Rights daughter
MARQUETTA also shared the dais; MRS. feted her with a birthday party is, LUCY PORTER WEIDMAN
and
Leaner
for
his
persistence
Fourth Estate who were guests
CHEEKS from Baton Rouge. LAWRENCE VOE, member of at the Alcy Kindergarten Sun- is visiting her parents, MR.
helped
to
competence
which
of the CATHOLIC COMMUNIthe Memphis City Boara of
CATIONS OFFICE
at the win the many cases. The inimi- Among the overflow crowd Education, MR. AND MRS. day afternoon. Here the little AND MRS. W. P. PORTER
SUMMIT CLUB which gives a table LT. GEORGE W. LEE, we did glimpse MSGR. JO- LEROY CLARK, their son is folk, romped, burst balloons, from Toronto where she has
panoramic view of our sprawl- the REV. S. A. OWEN, A SEPH LEPPERT, pastor at the head of the Legal Defense De- blew out candles, ate ice her own Nursery School.
MACE() WALKER, former
cream, cake, cup cakes, pea- And LAWTON WILDERSON
ing town.
Mayor and now Squire ED- Little Flower Catholic Church partment in New York, Mrs. nuts, blew out candles and mad was also here from Chicago's
FRED DREIFUS with her son
The REV. J. E. EISELEIN MUND ORGILL, MRS. JOHN-N and human relations activists;
for a hilarious time as only the radio station WBEE where he's
and daughter-in-law; MR. AND
DAVIS,
the
REV.
EZEKIEL
PROGRAM DIRECTOR.
is director of the Catholic
MR. AND MRS. HARRY A
young can do.
Communications office
was BELL, president of the NAACP THOMPSON, MISS VELMA MRS. JED DREIFUS, CLIFmaster of ceremonies and the who inherited the mantle of LOIS JONES, the REV. AND FORD STOCKTON, assistant to
the director of the Memphis
VERY
REV. JOSEPH
A leadership from the honoree MRS. H. RALPH JACKSON, Chamber
of Commerce; MISS
DURICK, Bishop of the Diocese and Jesse Epps, were among he's Vice-Chairman of C.O.M.E. MARY
HOHENBERG, amother
of Nashville was principal those who paid tribute to with her parents, MR. AND
Board Member, MR. AND
speaker, giving praise to the Jesse Hosea Turner. DR. VAS- MRS. WILLIE ELIE, from
MRS.
FRED OSBORNE, she a
news media who so many CO A. SMITH was master of Cleveland, Ohio, MR. AND
Board Member and did an
times in the hustle and bustle ceremonies. L. C. BATES, MRS. JOSEPH CARR, he's a
of activities is forgotten, taken stalwart NAACPer from Little member of the Executive outstanding job as chairman of The Baptist Ministers' Wives program was presented.
Serving as toastmistress for
for granted and unappreciated. Rock was pumping Jesse's han Board of the NAACP and she the Testimonial, we pleasantly Guild honored Mrs. E.W. Wilrecall her calling pleading with
And Thursday night found an congratulating him.
liamson during a gala banquet the occasion was Mrs. Ben A.
pinned Allegra with an orchid
overflow and turn-away crowd ALLEGRA (MRS. JESSE) from the Si lhouettes of members not to sell more tick- on Friday, May 16, at the Holi- Warren, president of the Interpaying tribute to JESSE H. TURNER, a quite beauty, was KAPPA ALPHA PSI, Jesse's ets, that's a new wrinkle we day Inn, Southwest. It began denominational Ministers' Wivdefinitely go for— over selling;
es Council. Following the inTURNER for his outstanding radiant as she sat at the dias fraternity;
at 7 p.m.
MRS. THOMAS MRS. JAMES HULBERT,
MRS The members of the Guild vocation by the Rev. A. Mcmany
accolades
and
heard
the
leadership in the community as
PERKINS, MR. AND MRS. PHILLIP BOOTH, MR.
AND and their guests were dressed Ewen Williams, remarks were
President of the
Memphis heaped upon ber deserving ARVIS ',AWING, ATTY. A.A. MRS.
CAFFREY BARTHOLO- in after-five attire. The dining made by Mrs. R.L. James,
Branch NAACP for ten years mate. 'Twas a touching sight LATT1NG escorting MRS. MER
MEW, MR. AND MRS. H. A.
in the Continental Ballroom of to see the family seated right TIS EWELL, MRS. B. L.
room was decorated with the Mrs. E. Walter Fowler, Mrs.
GILLIAM,
MR. AND MRS. club's colors, and pink a nd N.T. Walker, Mrs. E. L. Young
the Sheraton Peabody. Under before the dais casting adoring HOOKS, with her brother-inhis leadership, the branch ac- and proud glances at their par- law, ROBERT HOOKS, JR., HOWARD PINKSTON, DR. white carnations were at every and Councilman James NetAND MRS. CHARLES PINK- table.
ters.
complished the desegregation of ents, JESSE, JR., had flown in and other members of Middle
Miss Deborah Pearl Greene Theta Sorority. She is a Speech
STON, JUDGE AND MRS.
Memphis State University, the that day from the University Baptist Church, the REV. AND
Mrs. Roy Love sang "With- will be wed to Sergeant Bethel Therapist in the Memphis City
her
two
and
ODELL HORTON, MRS. WIL- Mrs. Williamson
University of Tennessee, the of Chicago and stayed over MRS. BILLY KYLES, she was LARD
BELL, MRS. EMORY sons and a daughter will be out A Song," and Mrs W.P. Lee Harris Jr., June 6, at the Schools.
bus and air terminals, lunch for the graduation of his bro- an usher and he's also a memGEARY, MRSX W. K. TOLLE- leaving Memphis next month Scott sang the Guild's theme Greenwood CME Church with Sergeant Harris is the son of
counters, restaurant, city bus- ther, RAY, over the week-end ber of the Board, DR. LAUthe pastor the Rev. J.D. At- Mrs. Bethel L. Harris of 1477
SON, MRS. HOLLIS F. PRICE, for Chicago to join her hus- song, "My Task."
Raven and the late Mr. Harris.
ELDER BLAIR T. HUNT, band, the Rev. E.W. William- Among the ministers who water officiating.
Miss Greene is the daughter He is a graduate of Hamilton
MISS HARRY MAE SIMONS, son, who is now pastor of a shared the occasion were the
MRS. JOHNETTA W. KELSO, church there. (He is former Revs. J. L. Netters, Alexander of Mrs. James L. Greene of High School where he was a
MR. AND MRS. HORACE pastor of Olivet Baptist Church Gladney, 0. C. Crivens, W. E. 1378 Gleason Avenue and the member of the Sr. Band, the
Ragsdale, R. L. James, E. W. late Mr. Greene. She is a grad- football and baseball teams,
CHANDLER, ELMER HEN- in Memphis.)
DERSON, ATTY. AND MRS. The members presented the Williamson, A. M. Williams, uate of Hamilton High School Los Cabelleros Club„ and an
A. W. WILLIS, MR. AND MRS. honoree with a lovely engrav- N.A. Alston and Ammon Jor- where she was a member of officer in the NDCC.
the National Honor Society,
LEROY BRUCE, DR. AND ed silver tray. An excellent dan,
Senior Y-Teens, Girls Drill He attended Owen College
&AsaI. Nomphis by IN•rophlons
MRS.
I.
A.
WATSON,
MR.
rushigd dolly to your btg
Waterford Theatrical where he was a member of
Team,
AND MRS. FRANK WILLIAMS
•
Hegu• & Knott sup•ro,orket for
Club,
the
Kings and Queens the Honor Society, and also
maximum ft•shoirns
DR. AND MRS. THERON
and
was
voted
Most Versatile attended Memphis State Unit$
‘
1 1"AlC"t‘ibla
NORTHCROSS, DR. AND MRS.
in
her
Senior
Class.
She re- versity where he was TreasurJAMES S. BY,AS, and msny
ceived
her
Bachelor
of
Science er of Alpha Phi Alpha Framany more far too numerous
Education
from ternity and a Lieutenant in the,..'
Degree
in
to recall.
Memphis State University in Air Force ROTC.
And ALPHA DELTA LAMBJanuary, 1969.
He joined the U.S. Air Force
DA CHAPTER of ALPHA PHI A sure-fire dad-pleaser for for an indistinctive brown, At Memphis State University in January, 1967 and is prepair.
grey
ALPHA FRATERNITY kicked Father's Day is a pair of slacks blue or
she was a member of the Uni- sently stationed at Grand
up their heels Friday night in to update his summer ward- The Mr. Levi's line of Sta- versity Center Program Board Forks, North Dakota. He is also'
the Skyway of the Sheraton- robe . . but there's no reason Prest slacks offers proof of and served a two year term a member of Greenwood ChM
Peabody Hotel. POTPOURRI anymore for him to setie that. They're designed speci- as President of Delta Sigma Church.
fically for the mature male
- - - -and are cut somewhat fuller
than the Levi's slacks worn by
his teenage sons but fashion
is just as much in evidence.
Styles include the classic
ivy with belt loops and cuffs or
a choice of continental stylings
with continuous waistbands,
adjustable button tabs or elas- Mrs. Mary E. Franklin was es were Mrs. Tiney Chambliss,
tic side insets, choice of pock- the hostess for the May 17 first prize; Mr. Gussye Sweet,
et treatments and cuffless meeting of the Aspasia Bridge second; and Mrs. Marie Smith,
Club in the residence of the third prize.
bottoms.
Mayweathers.
Other members present were
•11 lit•••••• The Rigor
T• Lirott Ouentiries
The wide range of fabrics, During the business session, Mesdames Mary Williams, Delpatterns and colors make more plans were outlined for the la Robinson, Linda Isabel,
than 125 different items availa- Christmas holidays, and dur- Lanetha Branch, Tommie Mating the lively evening pictures'thews, Ethel Harrison and
ble in Mr. Levi's.
The fabrics range from PP. of unsuspecting members and Clarice Powell.
lin to flannel and corduroy to guests were made by Mrs. Other guests were Mesdames
hookweaves, patterns include Mary Wesley and Mrs. Doris Elizabeth Albert, Barbara Atkins, Katie Williams and Juanchecks, plaids and tattersalls, Hall.
as well as solids, and colors in- Prizes for club winners in- ita Truitt.
elude the fashion shades as cluded a scrolled serving tray, All enjoyed a menu of Cornfirst prize for Mrs. Hall; a ish hen, chestnut dressing,
well as the basics.
They're ideal, too, for sum- holiday steak knife set for Miss mixed spring green beans,
Bush Early June
All Flavors
Morton
mer vacation traveling because Barbara Neal, the second prize; squash casserole, sliced peachthey can be washed at a laun- and a stainless steal mixing es and pears, tossed salad,
dromat during an overnight bowl set for Mrs. Jacqueline homemade rolls and homeCans
ill oz. 220
stop and worn right out of the Smith.
made ice cream topped with
dryer without ironing.
Guests winning similar priz- minature cherries.

Society

Merry
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Mrs. E. W. Williamson
Honored At Banquet

Miss Deborah Greene
To Be Wed To Soldier

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis

Sta-Prest Slacks Ideal
Gift For Father's Day

BUNS
14' 254

Mrs. Franklin Fetes
Aspasia Bridge Club

PORK ROAST

490 lb.
550 lb.

LOIN END
SLICED

CREAM PIES

PEAS 16'2".
150

WI HONOR 001FORNMINT FOOD STAMPS

AMERICAN

BUSH GREEN & WHITE
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16 , oz. Can

or
KO
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I6E
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PICKLES t,
45 t
t.

LIMA 14
White, Yellow or
Devils Food

#
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PORK
LIVER
lb 270

•les an
Old Forester
kind of
Everything's ready and we're about to welcome
our first guest. What's ahead? Good friends,
good food and the flavor of a great Kentucky Bourbon.

Quality Inn

Tomatoes
or.
23c 29

17'2 oz. Box

Humko

•

the easy eye ®
f# 1n
yee:

ineone

F.

Shortenin
3 lb. Con

59C

1
Mn Brow, C Of' 4 ,

Blackberry
Preserves
390

—by Ishmael McCullough
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HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD
1511 PARK
3384 N. THOMAS
.1578 LAMAR

4321 SUMMER
973 SO THIRD
3362 SUMMER

Opon Sundsys for For Your ShopPlig C"venience 9 A

to 7 P "

At R6or 100 proof -There is nothing better in the rnisticet.KENTuCrt STRAIGHT BOUReON WHISKY•86 PROOF• 100 PROOF BOTTLED IN

7.50
Comes ready to Press on
. . . you're lined and
lashed in seconder! Deeply
feathered, European hair
.. . the Most naturallooking lashes available.
Available in brovni or
black, regalar or mini
length. Order yours today
... you'll never go nakedeyed again. Cosmetics,
Downtown street floor.
also Oak Court and
Southland.

RCM
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KAPPA
1969

Paw

Kappas Will
Raise 19th
Annual Curtain
Continuing a custom started in 1950,
as a means of fostering and honoring high
ideals in Memphis youth, the members of
the Memphis Alumni Chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity will sponsor their 19th
Debutante Presentation on May 31, 1969 at
Holiday Hall Rivermont.
The presentation through the years has
been enriched to permit a broadened spectrum of religious, cultural and civic emphasis, as well as social. The debutante
class of 1969 has participated in the following activites: a worship service at First
Baptist Church, Lauderdale, on Sunday,
April 20; a charm school at Goldsmith's;
a slumber party at the Mahalia Jaskson's
Catering Hall; a debutante party at the
Sheraton Motor Inn on Union; and a Hawaiian Luau in the home of one of the members of the debutante group.
The high point is the presentation.
where each debutante will make her formal
bow. The debs and their escorts have been
practicing the stately cotillion, which is
a highlight of each presentation.
Kappa men are assisted in sponsoring
this event by their auxiliary group, the
Silhouettes, which is made up of wives of
Kappa men.
Isaac White heads the Memphis Alumni Chapter and Mrs. Utillus R. Phillips,
Jr. is President of the Silhouettes. Chairman of the event is James Gailey.

From left to right seated: Geri Myers, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Myers,
Central High School, escort. Joe Harvey; Karen Sanders, the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Alexander Sanders. Hamilton High School, escort, Leonard Small, Jr.:
Deborah Northcross, the daughter of Mr, and Mrs. T. W. Northcross, Central
High School, escort, Larry Brown; Diane Elaine Wright, the daughter of Mrs.
Arlette Wright, Melrose High School, escort, Willie Prater. From left to right
standing: Marva Elayne Parker, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Parker,
Jr., Douglass High School, escort, Harold Curry; Jean Rae Bowers, the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Avance Tallie, Lester High School, escort, Harold Michael Taylor; Helen Vernita Greene, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin L. Greene, Sr.,
Hamilton High School, escort, Elmer Peoples.

•

11
From kit to right seated. Rhonda Benita Jones, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon T. Jones, Sr., Hamilton High School, escort, Timothy Seymour; Melba
Joyce Sartor, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Sartor, Hamilton High
School, escort, Larry Johnson: Beverly Lynn Steinberg, the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Wilton Steinberg, Father Bertrand High School, escort, Harold Glenn Scott;
Barbara Westbrooks, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Benny L. Westbrooks, Father
Bertrand High School, escort, Quincy McKay. From left to right standing: Lillian
Margaret Anderson, the daughter of Mrs. Lillian M. Anderson, East High School,
escort, William Russell Warren; Causaundra Renee Byrd, the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ben Byrd. Jr., Mitchell High School, escort, Michael Stewart; Diane E.
Kaufman, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Kaufman, Jr., Father Bertrand
High School, escort, Leonard McWhorter.

From left to right seated: Regina Lynn Bryant. the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Al
Bryant. Mitchell Road High School, escort, Charles Carroll; Jacqueline Y. Chism.
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Chism, Sr., Douglass High School, escort,
Green.
Larry L Knox; Mary Ruth Green. the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willie V.
of
daughter
the
Marrow,
L.
Evelyn
Gibson:
Curtis
Northside High School. escort,
Michael Mosby.
escort,
School,
High
Lester
Sr..
Morrow,
Mitchell
Mrs
Mr. and
Mrs. Melissia ColeFrom left to right standing: Bennie Smith, the daughter of
Jackson, the
Estelle
Cheri
Brooks;
Roy
escort,
School,
man. Northside High
escort Otha
School,
High
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. H. Ralph Jackson. Hamilton
Lester.
Willie
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
daughter
the
Lester.
William Evans. Cheryl Elaine
Carver High School, escort Randall Felts.

From left to right seated: Angela Bacrai, the daughter of Mr and Mrs. Vernon
Bacon, Woodstock High School, escort, Larry David White; Virginia Elizabeth
Floyd, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Floyd, Hamilton High School. escort,
Richard Henry Williams; Gwendolyn Ford. the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Ford, Sr., Mitchell Road High School, escort. Leon Johnson; Gwendolyn Cassandra
Smith. the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Smith, Woodstock High School, escort,
William Maynard Ray. From left to right standing: Vera J. McKinney the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John McKinney, Melrose High School, escort, Reginald Alan
Mosby; Alma Jean Neely, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Odie L. Neely, Carver
High School, escort, Gregory Eugene Blair; Cherry Isabel. the daughter of Mr
and Mrs. James Isabel, Melrose High School, escort, Clarence Ha'mon

Karen Lynne Chandler, the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Chandler, Hamilton High School, escort, Charles Reginald Wells.

From left to right seated: Diantha Beasley, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
S. Beasley, Lester High School, escort, Richard Allan Hill; Thelma Faye Gaskin,
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert B. Gaskin, Carver High School, escort, James
Becton; Gennie Ruth Cheatham, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Cheatham,
Mitchell Road High School, escort, Eric Plunkett; Brenda Burns, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Burns, Sacred Heart High School, escort, Joseph H. Black
III. From left to right standing: Linda Jones, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Jones. Mitchell Road High School, escort, Stanley Lipford; Suemaeia Jenkins, the
daughter of Mrs. Lorine Jenkins, Mitchell Road High School, escort, Paul Thomas;
Patricia Ann Gleese, the daughter of Rev. and Mrs. James LaVonne Gleese,
Booker T. Washington High School, escort, Edward Webb.

From left to right seated: Pamela Joyce Bailey, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Savoy Bailey. Sr., Hamilton High School, escort, Isaac White, Jr.; Yolanda
Paulette Anderson, the daughter of Mrs. Minnie Anderson, Manassas High School,
escort, Dwight Gray; Janice A. Frazier. the daughter of Rev. and Mrs. D. S.
Ann
Cunningham. Melrose High School. escort, Tommy L. Taylor, Jr.; Sherry
High
Washington
T.
Booker
Harris,
C.
C.
Mrs.
Irby. the daughter of Mr. and
Fugh, the
School, escort, Michael Pleas. From left to right standing: Rita Jean
Isom;
Marvin
escort,
School.
High
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Fugh, Lester
esSchool,
High
Lester
Crutchfield,
Lula
Mrs.
of
Carla Crutchfield, the daughter
Mullen
A.
Lee
Rev.
of
daughter
cort, Walter Casey; Wandra Pamela Mullen, the
Melvin C. Britton.
and Mrs. Leonia Mullen, Douglass High School, escort,

From left to right seated: Linda Faye Hull, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C.M.
Hull, Melrose High School, escort. Keith Edward Brown; Janice Louise Roman,
the daughter of Mrs. Martha Bernard, Booker T. Washington High School, escort,
Johnny Brown; Martel Webb. the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Perry L. Webb, Mel
rose Park High School. escort, Louis Morris. From left to right standing: Charlotte Tredina Smith, the daughter of Mr. John Smith, Woodstock High School.
escort, Morgan Smith. Jr.: Jacqueline A. We'tins? the daughter of Mrs. Mable
W. White, Hamilton High School, escort, Gregory Bernard Siggers.

Cheryl Stephens, the daughter of Mrs.
Majorie Stephens, Melrose High School,
escort, Tommie Edwards.

Patricia Wilkins, the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Forrest Wilkins, Carver High
School. escort, James Jennings.
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nformation On Jobs
The Human Resources Divi- Program must have a paid
sion of the Chamber of Com- staff and an office of its own.
merce has also taken the lead The facilities of the Health and
in
compiling
the
existing Welfare Planning Council and
community job training facili- the Chamber of Commerce
ties and immediate sources of have been offered only on a
jobs for high school graduates temporary basis The condiand for summer jobs for stu- tions at Carver are so crowded
dents. In doing this work the and chaotic that the volunChamber has worked
with teers often have no place to
other community agencies such meet with their students, and
as the Memphis Area Vocation- certainly c a nnot work adeal School, the State Technical quately
with
the
guidance
Institute, and the Tennessee counselors. The strains on the
Department of Employment Carver guidance staff of doing
Security.
their regular job and also
Tutorial help for students working closely with the large
needing temporary short-term number of volunteers have
assistance has been provided been intense.
by students from Memphis There is no doubt that with
State University and Siena a more formal office and some
College. A commitee is being paid personnel, the volunteer
set up to include other South- program can
be better ad- m
western college students whose ministered. With a small ininterest in the program will vestment of money, a staff
enable us to offer more tutorial could take over numerous dehelp.
tails which now burden generA limited amount of testing ous, but busy, community
AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE — M r s.
istration Division. The citation read! "In
CHECK FROM SHRINERS — A check for
organizations.
More
Charlesteen Miles, center, of 713 Lucy, a
tate of the Shrine group and Richard N. of students has been provided service
recognition of the exceptional service ren$5,00u is presented to National Je wish
illuntein, executive vice president of the by the Guidance Department of time for volunteer training and
etainis clerk with the Veterans Adreinktradered in behalf of the veterans applying
Hospital and Research Center by the An.
Denver hospital. The Shrine's have given a Southwestern College and by deeper understanding of the
lion Hospital, is seen here displaying VA
for hospitalization. Her demonstration of
,
the
Jewl5h
Service
cleat Egyptian Arabic Order, Nobles of the
Agency. students and their needs would
total of $55,000 to the nonsectarian chest
hewir award for excellence she received for
tact and courtesy in dealing with applicants
Southwestern
Guidance be afforded to the guidance
Mystic Shrine. From left are William L.
disease center. The latest presentation was The
Improving service 1.0 the public. The pres.
for admission has been highly commendable
Hunter, Denver, Illustrious Potentate, S y.
made dining a recent luncheon at the hos- 'Department has also helped counselors. The Memphis Volentation was made by Dr. J. W. hltudoch,
and has resulted in enhancing this hospivolunteers
rian Temple No. 49; the Rev. Jon Henry
become more famili- unteer Program can recruit
Jr, ieft, iospital director, and on the right.
pital.
tal's public image." She also received the
ar with college placement pos- and
Ileste- Atlantic City, N.J., Imperial Potenorganize
a force of
Richard Fink, chief of the Medical AdminVA's bronze honor award pin.
— sibilities.
- available, trained and dedicatTours of facilities in the ed volunteers. The community
community have been arrang- has responded well to this
ed by volunteers to allow idea, and the program appears
seniors to visit some of the to fill a great community need.
medical and nursing fields, with the possibility of even
factory work, and other ca- greater potential results.
reer choices in the city.
JOB OPENINGS
Two prominent blacks have ber of the board of directors of
A large Memphis hardwood
'oeen"named to the executive the Golden Empire Council of
PROBLEMS AND NEEDS
flooring mill is seeking 40 to 50 The Memphis Area Chapter be held clitY during the June 9 In
board of the Boy Scouts of',the Boy Scouts in Sacramento,
The few months of experi- mill workers for their North of the American Red Cross to- sessions.
Intermediate courses
Xmerica. James E. Johnson, Cal.
ence they have had with this Memphis Plant. Age 18 to 50. day
announced
Wednesday, will be held at all pools during
U.S. Civil Service CommissionThe new national Scout leadprogram have shown, many No experience necessary. Ap- June 4, as registration day for the sessions beginning June 23 A hi-partisan gro up of 17
!r, and Samuel R. Pierce. Jr.,
er has also been active in the
unfilled
community needs and plicants need only to be able its 1969 "Learn-to-Swim" class- and July 21, only. Red Cross Senators today urged Presiif New York were named to
Planned Parenthood Associamany problems in the continu- to read and write and physical- es.
Swimmer courses will be held dent Nixon to send a federal
he highest governing body in
tion, Toastmasters Internationonly during the July 7 and mediator to Charleston, South
E.
B.
ed
effective
LeMaster,
Jr.,
chairoperation
and
posjob.
the
able
to
do
ly
icouting at the National Counal and United Christian CenCarolina to arbitrate a labor
August 3 sessions.
man
sible
of
the
local
growth
of
chapter's
our
program.
A chemical manufacturing
il Annual Meeting. This year's
ters.
The students at Carver, plant located in south Memphis Safety Programs, said the sum- Registration for all classes, dispute between striking hosneeting was held in Boston,
Pierce, a former judge of the
pital workers and the City,
and at many other schools, needs some 20 material hand. mer s first classes will begin regardless of starting
day 411-23.
date or warning that
Court of General Sessions in
"The Charleston'.
need more help throughout lers and laborers. Age 18 and on Monday, June 9, at all Lime will be at the pools
at
Metbers of the national exe- New York is presently a parttheir high school careers if up. Beginning salary is $1.70 municipal pools. Registration 8:30 a.m. June 4. No registra- strike is a test of the principle:
sutive, board represent a broad ner in the law firm of Battle,
will be on a first come, first Lions can be handled by tele- of non-violence at a time when.
they are to go on from high per hour. Education open.
rossilection
of
community Fowler, Stokes and Kheel. He
school to a productive career. Service Station Attendants served basis beginning at 8:30 phone, according to Mr. Le- many in America are losing
?adeas in education, business, is a member of the New York
faith in that principle as a
Many of the Carver students are in great demand at Ten. a.m. June 4, at the pool where Master.
eligion and community serv- State Banking Board and chairstrategy for social change."
, who might have college poten- nessee Department of Employ- the child will attend classes
e. Johnson and Pierce join man of the Impartial DisciS. R. PIERCE
tial are not taking a course of ment Security. Openings in Mr. Lester said all classes Special all adult classes will The Senate sponsors of the!
amea B. Parsons of Chicago, plinary Review Board of the
study which would prepare practically all parts of the city will meet for one hour daily be offered if enough requests appeal, Senator Jacob Javits
11. Who recently has been the New York City Transit System.
them for college. Carver of- are available. Auto and Diesel beginning at 8:30, 9:30 and! are received at the June 4 (R-N.Y.) and Walter F. Monnly 'Negro representative on Mr. Pierce has been active in
fers no true vocational train- Mechanics are also in short 10:30 a.m., for two weeks, with registration.
dale (D-Minn.) said that it
le National Executive Board. New York CORE, the NAACP,
new classes starting on June 9, All classes will be taught by was s igned by Republicans,
ing program, so that the fifty supply.
'arsons has been a member and the Urban League.
to sixty per cent of the grad- A Memphis meat processor June 23, July 7, July 21 and qualified Red Cross volunteer Case "(N.J.), Brooke (Mass.),
f the Executive Board since In 1959, he received the
uating seniors who will not be is recruiting workers to train August 3. Red Cross Beginner Water Safety Instructors and Goodell (N.Y.), and Scott (Ya)
all, classes are free.
365.
Award for Community Service
going to college are not speci- as beef boners. No experience and Advanced Beginner courses,
and by Democrats, Cranston,
will
Johnson who was appointed from the Manhattan Council of
be
held
at
all pools at all
fically prepared to do any- is necessary. Workers can earn
(Calif.), Dodd (Conn.), Harris
America.
the
Boy
Scouts
of
in
ivil Service Commissioner in
thing. The existing community up to $3.00 per hour within dates and times. Junior and
(Okla.), Hart (Mich.), Kennedy
Senior Lifesaving courses will
'ebruary 1969 by President!1964, he was honored with an
job training programs and three months.
(Mass.),
McGovern (S.D.).
ixon, had previously been' Award for Community service
immediate job openings are Applicants interested in any
Muskie (Maine), Nelson
irector of the California De- from the Harlem Laywer's Asnot nearly adequate to absorb of the jobs described above
(Wis.), Williams (N.J.), Yarartment of Veterans Affairs. sociation and the Bedford-Stuall of these graduates who will may apply at the INDUSTRIAL OF EMPLOYMENT SECURborough (Tex.), and Young
Ir. Johnson has been a mem- yvesant Lawyer's Association.
not be collegebound. Therefore DIV., TENNESSEE DEPART- ITY by scheduling program(Ohio).
many of the students who MENT
OF
•
EMPLOYMENTI!ng similar to the "Opportunstuck it out until graduation,SECURITY, 1 2 95 POPLAR' ty Line" program which was Gorine College of Beauty was
will not be able to see that itlAVENUE (FIRST FLOOR).
aired last summer on WREC- the scene of the beautiful tea
. •
TV. This year WREC-TV plans and fashion show on Sunday
was worth the effort."
to present listings' of job open- afternoon, May 4, and students
Many colleges are s etting
JOB TRAINING
up more and more programs Applications are being ac- ings available through the rendered a program. Hats
for
disadvantaged
students, cepted at all offices of the TENNESSEE DEPARTMENT created by Mrs. Viola Laid
especially black students. We TENNESSEE D E P A R T- OF EMPLOYMENT SECUR- and Mrs. Adelaide Ragland
have made a few new and im- MENT OF EMPLOYMENT SE- ITY daily on the "Good Morn- were modeled.
Memphis" show Mrs. Clara Nummally, a
portant college contacts this CURITY for two occupational ing from
well-known stylist, was the art- The Willing Workers Club
year. but we have only begun training classes being offered which begins at 7:00 a.m.
to scratch the surface. Many under provisions of the Man- Current openings for which ist for a recent clinic. She was will hold its regular monthly
more Memphis high school power Development and Train- T. D. E. S. is recruiting will assisted by Mrs. Callie Terrell meeting on Wednesday, June
graduates would have the op- ing Act. New classes in Pro- be described on the show at for permanents and their after- 4, at the home of Mrs. Roy
portunity of going to college duction Machine Opera tio I approximately 7:25 A.M. each care; Mrs. Janice Jeans, hair- Robinson of 1472 Davis st., and
if the volunteers were able to (metal working machines) and morning. Information concern- cutting, thermal cutting and all members are asked to be
work with more colleges in Furiiiture Upholstery will be ing available applicants for waving; and Mrs. Susie Ash- present.
program and if we were able,conducted at the ADULT EDU jobs will also be given to aid worth of Brownsville, wig cut- Plans will be made for the
club's summer trip.
An art exhibit comprised of Ito expand the program to in-CATION CENTER D 0 W N- employers who are looking for ting, styling and care.
Mrs. Clara Dailey is presiwork by handicapped children elude more high schools.
TOWN BRANCH, 591 Washing- qualified workers, the same The next clinic will be held
of the Memphis City Schools Members of the organization ton Ave. Applicants for these listings will be given some 10 in Brownsville, Tenn., on June dent of the club, and Mrs. Martha Boyd reporter.
will be held from 1 to 5 p.m., say they need a better system training programs should be times daily on WREC Radio. 9.
Wednesday, May 28 in the of direction and coordination at least 17 years of age and
quadrangle at the administra- of our volunteers. Volunteer show a willingness and aptitude
tion building of the Board of coordinators
have attempted for the work. Applicants interEducation 2597 Avery Avenue. to keep tabs on the volunteers ested in participating in this
The public is invited to at- and keep all the necessary full-time
vocational training
tend the event, which is spon- paper work moving, but the may apply at any office of the
sored by the Special Edttea- results have been fair at best. TENNESSEE DEPARTMENT
tion Division of the city schools Better volunteer training and of EMPLOYMENT SECUR1All forms of graphic art will supervision is desirable if the TY.
by
. • •
be included in this clothesline Iprogram continues only at Carexhibit.
'vet., and is essential if the "THE OPPORTUNITY LINE"
program is to expand into As a public service to the
community, the WREC stations
other schools.
LEGAL NOTICE TO BIDDERS
To operate properly. t h e are again cooperating with your
Bids will big r•c•ieed by th•
Memphis Volunteer Placement TENNESSEE DEPARTMENT
Memphis Housing Authority at it

Boy Scouts Name Two
To Executive Board

Learn-To-Swim Loss !Senators Urge
Reg•istration Announced Nixon To Help
Charleston

Gorine Students
IGive Fashion Tea

Pall Mall
Menthol100t. Art Exhibit
r. .yet milder. Set For May 28

Willing Workers
To Meet June 4

At The Board

Mon - Claire

off ice at 700 Adorns Avenuet, until 10:00 a.m. C.D.S.T., Monday,
Jun• 16, 1960, for the furnishing
of all labor, materiel and •quip.
merit for twice wieldy pick up of
gorbag• and refuse from nine Memphis Housing Authority low-rent
housing d•v•lopments for the period beginning July 1, 1969, and
•xt•nding for twelve months
through June 30 1970.

U.S.
Government
figures show
Pall Mall
Menthol 100's
lower in
"tar" than
the bestselling
menthol
king

Pall Mall
Menlhol100t.

Detailed psopo sal forms
and sp•cifications are available
at the Central Office, 700 Adorns
Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee.
Bid Security in the forms of a
Money Order. Certified or Cashiers
Check, mod• payable to the Memphis Housing Authority. era satisfactory Bid Bond in th• amount
not less than five par cent (5%) of
the bid, will be required, end must
accompany It, bid.
ful bidder will
The
be required to furnish end pay for
o satisfactory porformanc• end
payment band.
Attention is called to the fact
that not less than the minimum selori•s and wages as set forth in
the Specifications must be Paid by
the Contractor. The bidders must
agree to abid• by all F•d•ral
Equol Employment Opportunity
lows.
The Memphis Housing Autho.
rity row/oyes the right to relict
any or ell bide or to wale', any
In forregUltles In the bidding end
ti award the contract to whom so.
crew it desires.
The successful bidder must
pssssss or ielitein a City if Memphis Privilege License prior to
the issvenc• of • elkfic• to proceed.
This rieewieiont Is end shell be
o part of the contract.
No bid shall I. withdrawn far
a period of thirty (30) days subsequent to the opening •f bids
without the consent of the Memphis Housing Authority.
MEMPHIS HOUSING AUTHORITY
Oren. Ledbottor

Socretery

••••••••••••••••••....•••••••

"...and one of those Golden Pinto
Mini Bikes, please."

14 No, Main Downstairs
527-3619

100 Human Hair

Shortie Wig
Hand Made Wig
Hand Made Stretch Wig
Long Falls.
Wiglets
$5"
Cascade $16"
Whatever you need,
you can shop by phone from
Penneys Catalog.
Call 774-4050
Penneys Catalog Center

$10"
$39"
$43"
$24"

$1995
(Very Full)

THE AFRO WIG COMES IN (4) COLORS

EXPERT STYLING s3.50
BANK ANERICARD
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Watch Out For Ticks;
Big Infestation Here
Evidence of an unusuallylthe outdoors in order to relarge number of ticks this sea-1 move ticks before they become
son, both in urban and rural attached," he says.
areas, caused Dr. R. C. Rend- "Parents should check chiltorff, director of communicable dren exposed to ticks at least
disease control, Memphis-Shel- daily, paying particular attenby County Health Department, tion to underneath the hair at
to issue a warning today the back of the head, where
against the danger of Rocky ticks commonly attach."
Persons should be sure that
Mountain spotted fever.
Two cases of this serious di- ticks do not bite and remain
sease, which is transmitted by attached, Dr. Rendtorff says.
ticks, have been reported in "Do not touch ticks with the
the county in the past f e w bare hands when removing
weeks; one in the vicinity of them," he says, "but remove
Germantown and the other them with tweezers or a piece
near Bartlett. Five cases were of paper between the fingers."
A two percent solution of
reported in 1968.
Dr. Rendtorff states that in- malathion is recommended by
sect repellents are not norm- the Health Department entoally effective in prevention of mologist for spraying shrubs
ticks. "It is best to examine and yards that are heavily inone's body after frequenting fested with ticks.

Ti"

Hear More Super Soul Music
WITH MEMPHIS'

SUPER SOUL "DJ's"
•• the only thing that
isn't BIG about the

•
•ve

DESIGNER

DEPARTMENT STORES
haiiiadia, modowAttaitipl

—Checks Return
From Veterans
Info Needed

Some 7,500 checks worth
, about $655,000 were returned
to the Veterans Administration
last month because of the failJACKSON, Miss., — Almosti plans, parents may choose the hostile conditions to attend the ure of veterans to notify both
on the anniversary date of the schools which they wish their usually better-equipped former- the VA and the Post Office of
famous U.S. Supreme Court detheir change of address.
cision ordering desegregation children to attend. But with ly all-white schools.
In some instances, the VA
of schools in the nation, a three- custom and traditional intimi- The U.S. District Court judg- points out, failure to receive
Federal District judge panel dation about Negro parents es in southern Mississippi up- a monthly pension or compenhas told 25 southern Mississippi sending their children to white held their action in keepnig the sation check from the VA
school districts that they can schools, the burden of school- "freedom of choice" plans by creates a hardship for the famkeep similar "f reedom of mixing is thus shifted to black saying: "the testimony does ily or individual involved.
choice" plans to the ones the parents, many of whom are too not show that desegregation is Veterans or their dependents
U.S. Supreme Court last year timid to stir up trouble.
unpopular with some parents in receipt of VA benefits should
ruled must be abandoned in Civil rights leaders have con- and some children" using the include zip codes with their
northern Mississippi school dis- tended in court that this is an token amount of desegregation address changes, the VA said.
tricts because such plans were unfair burden to put on Negro as an example of what others VA offices will be found listonly spawning tokenism in parents and little school chil- could do if they wanted or ed in the white pages of teleschool-mixing.
phone directories.
dren who would have to bray& dared.
Last year a similar threejudge panel of two U.S. District judges and an Appeals
Court judge, all from the northern Mississippi area, had ruled that the "freedom of choice"
plans were too slow and practically fruitless in bringing
about an end to virtually allwhite schools and all-black
schools in the northern Mississippi districts.
The U.S. Supreme Court had
ruled that their decision wasl
right.
But this year, with a clamor
greater than ever among white
southerners and many white
northerners in the nation for
the use of the so-called "Freedom of choice" plan, the southern Mississippi U.S. District
Court stood solidly for the
same type of plans it has okayed in these districts for some
time.
The Federal courts have
ruled that school districts being
desegregated under court orders are to go strictly by the
ruling in the cases of the individual districts. The U.S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare has set up guidelines which all other school
districts not under court orders
must adhere to, and under
which the rate of desegregation
is said to be progressing at a
good pace.
Under "freedom of choice"

AVERY DAVIS

WILDCHILD NIGHTand DAY JOE B. YOUNG

Mrs. 0. C. Collins of Pro- and Mrs. Nellie Smith.
gressive Baptist Church will be Mrs. R. W. Norsworthy is
the guest speaker when Mt. general chairman of Woman's
Moriah Baptist Church observ- Day and Mrs. Onie Mae Hunt
es its annual Woman's Day on co-chairman.
Sunday, June 1, at 3 p.m.
Mrs. Collins will speak on The Rev. R. W. Norsworthy
"The Swelling Tide." T h e is pastor of the church.
theme of the observance is
"Christian Woman Faces the
Generation Gap."
Committee chairmen and cochairmen selected to steer the
celebration to unprecedent success are Mrs. Zena Holmes,
Mrs. Maedelle Smith, Mrs. Lucille Armfield, Mrs. Erie Rose,
Mrs. Lula Cullens, Mrs. Bessie
Cash and Mrs. Hattie House.
Also Mrs. Pearline Grandond runner-up of Memphis, and Miss Linda
berry, Mrs. Laura Jones, Mrs.
Lumpkin, first runner-up, Detroit. "M i a s
Johnnie Winston, Mrs. ErnesBlack Tennessee" is the daughter of Mr. tine Flowers, Mrs. Katie Huntand Mrs. T. Charles Jackson, Sr., of 2397
er, Mrs. Ola B. Mairley, Mrs.
Saratoga ave. The pageant was sponsored
Mrs. Carrie
Louise Nelson,
by the Beta Chi chapter of Delta Sigma 1Shields, Mrs. Pauline Taylor
Theta Sorority, Lane College.

School Ruling In Miss.
Pushes Back 'Mixing'

PRICE!

Shop 10 a.m. 'til 9:30 p.m.
Monday-Saturday

Apartment
Perfect
$5.00 Per Month
• 42 square inch picture
• Fold down antenna allows
tuck-a-way convenience
• Complete solid state tuning,
tuners are transistorized for
better performance
• All channel UHF/VHF
$
reception

ONLY

6995

GOOD THING
The Adventurer
Model M153SCH

• Weighs only 15 lbs. for real portability
• 74 sq. in. picture
• Durable polystyrene cabinet with beautiful
champagne finish
• Attractive luggage-type handle
• VHF-UHF antennas for all-channel reception
$5.00 Per Month

IT'S PORTABLE!

ONLY

7995

• 125 sq. inches of viewing pleasure
al All channel VHF—UHF reception

in a
small
$9995 package

• Polystyrene Cabinet
• Handy Carrying Handle
• Light Weight
$5.00 Per Month

The Designer
Model M521

PORTABLE SURPRISE
THE DESIGNER

MEREDITH FIGHT

Whites Hire
Black Atty.
NEW YORK — James Meredith, who once fought successfully to be the first Negro enrolled in the University of Mississippi and who bought a
much-In-need of repair, formerly all-white apartment building in the Bronx and moved
three black families in, had a
new problem last week.
He had traded politics in Mississippi for politics in New
York City. Last week he learns
ed that his white tenants, whom
he accuses of getting the city s
Housing and Developm e n t
Agency t.) prevent him from
raising rents to meet costs or
installing new tenants, have
hired his district black political
foe, Assemblyman Charles B
Rangel, to represent them

1340

MELLOW JACK

BOSS "UGLY" BOB

Mrs. Collins To Speak
For Woman's Day Service

"MISS BLACK TENNESEE" — The first
annual "Miss Black Tennessee",pageant
was held recently in the Merry High School
auditorium in Jackson, Tenn., and winning
the honor was Miss Linda "Twig" Jack.
son of Memphis, a sophomore majoring in
sociology and minoring in history. She is
seen here with Miss Doris Lacy, left, sec-

MEMPHIS' SUPER SOUL,
STATI,ON

RELPING PATIENT — Itaturniag from
a sopping trip to the hospital Post Exchange, Field Director Lucille Caldwell, ,j.
livers items requested to 13P4 Ponce Rob.

18" Diagonal Picture
Size
• INSTA-VIEW —picture and sound are almost
immediate when you turn the set on.
•"Silver Touch"— two speed tuning system for
fine tuning of both UHF and VHF.
• 172 sq. inch viewing area.

been, 2611 East Edison Et., Alcoa, 1enn.,
a patient at the Third Held Hospital in Sal.
gon,

MODEL 1v1461WD
!600 Per Month

PATRONIZE DEFENDER
3230 JACKSON AVE.1 EASTGATE

ADVERTISERS

In Gateway Moll
/
1
4

5100 Park Avenue

$11995

SOUTHGATE
1833 So. Third Street

•

DEFENDER

Esso Creates Urban
Affairs Department
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SWING INTO SPRING FOR ONLY • • •
:x

7+1

1969 DODGE DART SWINGER
A brand new addition to America's favorite compact, the Dart Swinger blinds
al the good looks of is high-priced hardtop with the economy of a regular
sedan. In the 1969 Union/Pure Oil performance trials Dart Swinger ranked
first in economy of all entries regardless of size, with 24.207 miles per gallon!
Add to this the greatest overall body length, the biggest trunk capacity, all
vinyl seats as standard equipment, and the highest re-sale value in the indus•x
••.
try. Its all yours at this very special price during this very.specitl,sale.
•:•.
•.
...":**:M.4:::•n::::::::::::::::::::::::•':::::::::::::::::•:::::w.•.:st"*•:::::tkc:::::::::::,..:•.::::::::::::::•....:•:•.•:m::•.::•.:::f•::::::::::::::::::::!:::::!:7:!:7:!:!:!:!:•.:•:.3;

..:
OPEN TILL 9:00 P.M. FRIDAY •
4.
:m.k66w:::k.y,::::::s.*;:::::::,:::::!:::::::::,:::::::::,:,:::::::7:,:•:,:.:,:.:::-,04::,:,:,:,:,:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::•::::::::xix
Only•At • • •

Chuck Hutton Co.
Years With Dodge".

.:

BIRMINGHAM — Reflecting
the shift of the Urban League
for a social work agency to
a community action "ghetto
power" force, the meeting of
the National Urban League's
5-member board of trustees
here okayed some 20 new action programs at a cost of a
half-million dollars to strengthen the political power of the
poor masses in the black ghettos.
Urban League director Whitney Young Jr. said the new
programs will be led by 60
black student leaders who will
work as community organizers
in 15 various cities this summer.

1

Shop Where
Your
Business
Is
Appreciated
No.1

3471 Poplar at Higltiond

No.2

1471 Florida'at Parkway

••••

661 Chelsea

No.14

4701 Hignway 51 So

No.15

2481 Dwight Road

No.7 - 452 East Shall)), Drive

No.17 w 4571 Quince

No. 8 4280 Macon Rood
No.9 - 2219 Florida

No.,26

5201 Highway 61 de•

No.27

1693 Lauderdale

No.418

2458 Chelsea Avenue

.
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Hi-C
Orange or Groci•
3 Total Limit:46 oz.

Why Sacrifice Qualiry, When You Can
•Get FRIGIDAIRE at These Low Prices

VIENNA
SAUSAGE
2-390
4 oz.

Payment
Til

Arrow

ALUMINUM FOIL

June 69

tomiassaloat mad PARTS lee*.ire wee. NO CURSE
2nd TSAR SUMS and PARTS
NO CHARGE
3,41 TIAR StRVICE sod PARTS
io CNARGS
NO CHARGE
Ath YEAR SERVICE and PARTS
NO CHARM
Sth YEAR MIMI sod PARTS

95

Amer

hese 336409

FRAYSER

ITU Hwy. SI So.

sin sanross.o.n 5.5
Phew $1114311

Pines MIMS

67°

Bologna
La. 450#

370

Roll Pk g.

or Fred Montesi Coffee

lb154
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A
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RS

TISSUE

100 Sheet
Single Roll

loi

green only

2-25*
SR

Peter Pan

aT

Smooth
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French's Country Style

MASH POTATOES
SWEET
POTATOES

te
t)

2-250
•I,

16 oz.

V

2-250

FRED tV10'4 1- 1:SI
Folger's Maxwell Hous• Maryland Clubor
Chaz• 8. Sanborn Coffee fit. 154 or Fred
Montesi Coff•• it IL
or 68c off 10oz. ar 1...zrger Inst. Coffee
With coupon and $5.00 additional purchas•
••cluding valu• of .oupon rn•rchondisefr•sh
milk products and tobacco also •xcluded in
compliance with state low). Coupon try/pima
Anti...Free: purnoon. Wad.. June 4.

4

o
chase not included in coupon red.rapti,
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Vanderbilt University and Carson-Newman College were admitted to IAWS mem-,
hership. Miss Buffkins, a French major, is
President of the Graduate Residence (enter and what is now Associated Women Students lAWS). Miss Eubanks, a biochemis:.-try niajoi, is Chairman of the AWS Advis• •
ory Committee which laid the groundwork.
for LAWS membership. She is also Presi...dent of Beta Kappa Chi Scientific Honaraary Society and is on the Women's Senate-
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Rosedale Green

FRU 3 YEAR SERVICE Within a 25-Mile Radius of the City Limits of Memphis, Term.
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STATE AWS LEADERS. . . Returning
from the 1969 Convention of the Intercollegiate Association of Women Students
(lAWS) (I. to r.) are Delegates Violet
Buffkins of Memphis and Sylvia Eubanks of
Chattanooga. Both seniors. They w ere
among more than 900 campus leaders from
more than 200 colleges and universities attending the meeting held recently at the
University of Alabama. At this convention
Tennessee State, Memphis State University,
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UL Promotes 11.
Ghetto Power

2754143

P

PLUS

Xl

CHICAGO — The creation Oil in 196.5, and most recently
of an urban affairs department has been manager of communito direct the company's grow- cations services for American
ing involvement in the prob- Oil Company, a subsidiary.
lems of the nation's cities was Earlier he was special assistannounced this week by Jack ant to the administrator, NaM. Tharpe, vice president of tional Aeronautics 8c Space AdStandard Oil Company (In- ministration.
He began his career as a
diana).
Phillip T. Drotning has been reporter on the Wisconsin State
named to the new position of Journal, Madison, and the Mildirector of urban affairs, ef- waukee Journal. Later he was
fective June 1. He will coordi- executive secretary to two Wisnate the efforts of Standard consin governors, then became
Oil and its subsidiaries to assist vice president - public relain the solution of problems in- tions, Northwest Orient A i rvolving the cities they serve lines.
and the disadvantaged who Mr. Drotning is a member of
the public relations committee
live in them.
"Participation in
ur b a n of the Chicago Commission on
problem-solving is not new to Human Relations, the Public
our company," Mr. Tharpe Service Committee of the Pubsaid. "We have recognized for lic Relations Society of Amerimany years that if business is ca, and of the Business Task4
to continue to make a profit, it Force, a group of Chicago busimust help to maintain an en- nessmen assisting the Illinois
vironment in which profit is Department of Children and
possible. Our purpose in form- Family services in locating PO
alizing the urban affairs func- foster homes for disadvantaged
tion is simply to coordinate our children.
efforts and make more effec- He lives at 1836 Silver Wil.
tive use of the corporate re- low Lane, Glenview, Illinois.
sources that are devoted to with his wife and family.
these activities."
Mr. Drotning is author of
"Black Heroes in Our Nation's
History," published May 16,
and of "A Guide to Negro History in America" and other
books.
Mr. Drotning joined Standard

x
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SPORTS HORIZON

MEMPHIS OPEN UNDERWAY Julius Boros,• Mason Rudolph,
over their farmhands but the Cepeda meant many more
Thin is the big week for lora' Bruce Devlin, Gary Player Blues unreeled five double things to the Cards," the imgolfieg bugs as over 90,000 and Bert Yancey. Yancey plays. It was tryout night for proved outfielder pointed out..
fanCeSill watch the Profession- dropped in a ten foot putt on sore arm Jerry Koosman and Cleon credits better concenthe
al VP Association's best shoot off second sudden death play- Jim McAndrews, two of the tration for his fast start at the
hole to edge Devling last Mats' most promising young plate. He struck out in his only
for si.be pot of gold in the
Meath's Open over the Colo- Sunday for the $23,000 accord- pitchers. Both were sharp, and appearance before the packed
reaVountry Club layout. Bob ed the winner of the Atlanta along with manager Gil Hodgei .Blues Stadium crowd of over
tomato juice drinking Classic. A week later this com- were hopeful that they could 5,000.
at the time, walked ing sabbath Yancey, who owns get back on the firing line u
SPORTS IN BRIEF
the Memphis Open record of part of the regular pitching
first
prize money last
off 2:1th
Popular
Chico Diaz, who
265,
could
again
walk
off
with
yearewith a 12 under par 268.
rotation.
the big prize in this $150,000
last year's Blues
charged
that
Lung won the Atlanta Classic
event. Yancey's record setting Cleon Jones, former Alathe Millowing week.
Sievers
didn't play
skipper
Roy
Meer the pro-am on Wednes- round of 15 under-par came in bama State slugger and curthe
joined
has
him
enough,
1966
when
he
nearly
missed
the rent National League batting
dayrof this week the pros tee
club after opening the season
final
mind
because
his
clock
following
day.
Absent
off 3:te
leader, told reporters before In Visalia, California .. . White
failed to alarm.
from- this year's field will be
the game with the Blues that Station, beaten by identical
BLUES PERK UP
sucenotables as Arnold Paland Red
meCJack Nicklaus and Billy Ever since the parent New he was recovering from an an- 2-0 scores in the 4-A Washingthe Division play-offs by
fielded
Cleon
injury.
kle
Casw. However, only Casper York Mets left town after a
most popular question of the ton and Messick, bounced back
ranr among this season's top well played
exhibitidn game day which deals with the slow to win both tourneys to qualiwinners.
Palmer
moo,
will with the Blues
the Memphis start of the Cardinals. "Joe fy with Treadwell, Hillcrest,
even-have to play next week club has picked
up ground ba Torre (acquired by the Cards and Jackson Merry in this
to :irmalify for the National the Texas League race. The from Atlanta in the Cepeda week's west Tennessee regionOpec In the latter prestigious Mets picked up a 3-1 victory trade) is a good piayee but al.
toureey spots are reserved for

Lat4

golfi current elite. Charles
Siffad, the cigar smoking
steady stroker from Los Angeles,'..eowed not to return here
aftgr an incident at Colonial
two ears ago. Sifford, winner
of t3Q L.A. Open, the first stop
on ze 1969 PGA tour, said he
played here last year out of
rest to Dr. Martin Luther
KirM. The outspoken Sifford finfar off the pace here in
ish
1961-but managed to earn a
$285 paycheck.
Pete Brown, a native of
Jackson, Mississippi who has
played in tourneys at Fuller
Park before joining the PGA
caravan, was a surprise second,round leader in the Atlanta
Classic last week. Playing out
of California now Brown tailed
off„and tied for fifth place in
Atlanta. The finish was still
good enough for the young
ebony golfer's best payday of
the year. Included among the
Memphis Open starters are
Gene Littler, Lee Trevino, Chi
Chi .Rodriguez, Doug Sanders,

50,000.WAT1rS OF SOLID SOUL

Watch Nixon
Rate Policy
RICK TAYLOR
1 WDIA'S SOUL NEWSMAN
—
Ala,
MCNTGOMERY,
(UPI, — George C. Wallace
said-Monday he wants to seej
how:the Nixon administration;
hanntes school desegregation!
problems before decidin
wheCher to run for President '
again in 1972.
This former Alabama governor :old a news conference he
has -"no political plans to run
for anything at this time."
Bui he said he was concerned &ter federal efforts to control ocal. school districts
"Weill know about this better
this 2a11," he said.
"Ate events that transpire
will 2etermine whether I'm involved at all," he added.
Willace called the news conference to describe activities
he said would be carried out
by die American Party formed
in Cincinnati this month and
the • 22-member Montgomery
headquarters staff left over
iron! his 1968 Presidential campaigp.
II said his Montgomery staff
would continue to publish his
monthly newsletter while the
Amelican Party's office in,
Richriond, Va., would serve ,'
as a-vehicle to promote his phi-'
losoAy.
T.-Coleman Andrews, Jr. of
Richinond, who was Wallace's
Virginia campaign manager,
said' the party would serve as
an lumbrella" sheltering Wallace: supporters unhappy with
the two major parties.
Wallace and Andrews said
neecC for the American Party
woulil diminish if the Nixon
administration satisfied their
philOsophy.
"We're more interested in
events at the national and international level than in a party,": Wallace said.
"We hope and pray that the
national
will
administration
solve the problems in the con
text: of the American dream,"
Wallace added. "We recognize
that: many commitments were
made as a result of our movement."

Rick 'Taylor joins the WDIA news staff after
working at stations in Los Angeles and Mojave, California. The 26 year old Taylor is a
1961 graduate of 9ooker T. Washington High
School and majored in Telecommunications
while attending Los Angeles City College and
The University of Southern California. Taylor
was first interested in a career in broadcasting
when 'DR'S Public Relations nirector A.C.
"Moohah" Williams lectured at his school,
"Mr. Williams provided me with the incentive
to become a professional broadcaster and he
along with Trent Wood, has been my greatest
influence."Taylor worked with other radio stations in Memphis, and became the first Negro
to join the news staff of a Memphis television
station. He was a film editor and co-writer of
a major Mid-South newscast. The former Air
Force veteran says he feels he can make a
more solid contribution to WDIA'S million and ,
o half listeners by being on top of all news
developments Taylor finds that producing his
own News Specials for 'WDIA is quite o creative Stimulant

Bill Robertson.
Achiever.
never

You may
see Bill Robertson on tv. Or, in any who's who.
He doesn't sing, dance or do impersonations. He's himself—
* grade school principal who enjoys helping out when he can.
He's a day-after-day achiever.The kind our 70-year-old Negrooperated company understands. The kind we like to help.(One
of our policies sent Bill to college. One can see your child
through).
Call your North Carolina Mutual man now. Let him help you
plan for one of the most important days in your life: tomorrow.

A
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WIN! WIN!
To Be Given Away At
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s

PLUS 150,000 TOP VALUE STAMPS
A lucky customer each week will win a $10.00 Merchandise Certificate and her church will receive a $15.00 check
Another 10 Lucky Shoppers will receive 4.500 Top Value Stamps and
their churches each will receive 10,500 Top Value Stamps. Register for yourself and your church
every time you visit Kroger.
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Ajax Detergent 590
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WITH A s3.00
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NEW TEXAS
CANTALOUPES

Church Unit
Prodges $$$ To
BEnack Banks
St. LOUIS, Mo. — The gem
eral: board of the Christian
Church (Disciples of Christ),
mesning in St. Louis, was told
that national units of the
church have committed $325,000 :to investment in black-controtted banks.
The units have a goal of $1
million in such investments,
interded to help build the econontic power of black people.
Dr. A. Dale Fiers of Indianapolil. Ind.. general minister
and: president of the Disciples,
told the 250-member board
that the church is 'in the middle of the need for change and
the desire for tranquility."

Plus Top VALUE Stamps!
Join The Kroger Price fighters!
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urn INSURANCE COMPANY
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DURHAM% NORTH CAROL/PIA arreetti

See your North Carolina mutual man in any of these states Alabama: Californias
Florida, Georgia, lion* Maryland; New Jersey: North Catolitut: Pennsylvania;
South Carolina, Tenneibee; virginia: District of Columbia.
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Dr. Price Tells LeMoyne-Owen Graduates To Support College
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Urges Backing For
U.S. Welfare Unit

CAR WASH $12
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
thru
Friday

SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
3100 Summer at Baltic

MONTHLY INVESTMENT PLAN
You're invited to send for free prospectus-booklet describing Hamilton Funds, Inc., a mutual fund holding common stocks in over 80
American corporations. Monthly investments for a minimum of $50
down and $25 a month.

K4KES YOU LOOK
MOHAN IVO ARE

100/0P1/168?
Get-

SLICK
BLACK
AT YOUR
DRUGGIST

MECHANICS WANTED

Permanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid
Funds 4446 P0Plor. Suits 515 14•mailie. Vacation. Local, truck leasing company has openings for MeTenn. 38117
chanics who want steady employment in large, roomy shop.
FILM Sal free Rambo prospectus-booklet.
Good working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-4687.
Len

MOVING?
For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,

E-Z Storage & Van Co.
493 S. Main St.

CARL CARSON LEASING CORP.

PEST

EQUAL OPPOR/DrerrY EMPLOY=

.EXTERMINATINO CO:
TINIM1TI1-1104101114

OUR SINIS-RATS
Yam/ail OWN
ams1111IVOR,Yell Me

LEARN TO DRIVE

mosmookapo
"11111 KILL TO Mr'

If You Have Any Trouble Whit so ever
In Getting Driver License

MONEY LOANED

i
4

CALL

O.Z. EVERS

Call
Tennessee Driving School
BR 5-3600

•
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I
WHOLE HOUSE COOLING

FOR FREE ESTIMATES

PM. PA 7-6031

WANTED

ZISMOSt1O4

FOR ONLY

$300

2 weeks

2 Lines

$100

Only

Call now
Jackson 6-8397
Cash-in on anything you
have for sale

11 Yee Are a bey 12 ea Wen the ThIs Coupon Nees
re IWO

'Print Name oncl Addrats Below.
Tri-State Defender
•
124 East Calhoun, Memphis, T•nn.
my first bundle of papers,

Out This
Coupon Dor

Save a bundle!

and

Lease trucksfrom

Mad Today
hi an Envelope

CARL CARSON!

ziame
Air You ei MO— Age ....... Dee

torn .....

Vele

iv Care of

.4.4•116m.

Street and go.
Post

Office

•,•,t Tea.
lint Wan.
•I•••••,, Cure

...

I

•

•••

I .1

I I.
1 11

'

MUSICIANS AND BANDS
WANTED, TO PLAY FOR
CLUB

DATES

CONTACT

TNE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTOR! 1,
The Tri-State Defender Goes On Sale Each Thursday At The Followint Locations:
Alexander Sundry
367 Leath

Jiffy Sundry
2509 Pork Ave 452-3101

POST OFFICE
Briar, Branch

*topic°
South 3rd

Aldale Cash Grocery
862 Wellington 527-8150

Jiffy Sundry
752 N. Dunlap

Pantal• Drug .2
209 Beale

V &N Sundry
3092 Chalice

Bungalow Sundry
3092 Chelsea

Jo. Hong Grocery
1551 Olathe...veal

Prospect Recall
2243 S. Bellevue Blvd.

Nifty Sundry
2541 Supreme

Bailey's Drug Store
2547 Brood Avitoue

Pork &wick Drive Inn Gro,
2268 Park Ave

Royal Sundry
2495 Carnes

Triple A Sundry
303 Vance

143 Loodsodel• 5249940

Beill's Sundry

Bellevue 711 Orieo
1504 6. Bellevue

Rosewood Pharmacy
1919 Lauderdale

Censer Senses Sundry
1140 College

II .1 Sundry
2119 Chelsea Ave

Rose Lynn Sundry
429 S. Orleans

Central Prescription Shop
550 Vasco

Pearson Grocery
3540 Weaver Rd.

Sanders Drug Co.
565 S. Parkway E. 948-4531

Central Sundry
106 E. Calhoun

Kauffman Dries-In Grocery
1297 Lauderdale

Russell Recoil Drug.
2445 Chel elm

goring Esso Service St.
167 Misoissiso

Klondike Food Center
12112 Vall•nrinis 276-9509

Silver Sta r Drivrt.li•
178 W. miichell Rd.

Ford Rood DrIve-In
J199 Ford Rood

Klondyke Sundry
1293 Vollenti.e 272-3112

Seymore SuhdrY
Vance & Lauderdale

Fort's Salon
729 Randle

Ft Sundry i
142 Solverage

Suburban Drug
752 E. Mcl. errior• 948-4576

George Welke.'• News
1101 Firestone

McGowen Sundry
349 Vance

Streit ier Drugs
2192 Chelsea 276-2588

Glizniri•n Sundry
1550 Illetherwood

Magnolia Sundry
2037 Proyl• Are

Smith Sundry
1447 Flerido

Golden,Sundry
2531 Perk Av.. 3244322

Model Loutuiry
204 3lie Brooks

Smith's Texaco Swvic• Ste
337 Mitchell Rd.

Gees Pharmacy
44 Salkor Av•nue

montesi
On Madison

Trigg Avenue Sundry
455 E. Trigg

Hawkins Grtll
1247 E. McLernore

Mead Sundry
448 Walker

1.5. Sundry
615 Vence Avenue

Mac Drive-In
367 Tillman

Suarez Pharmacy
1046 Thomas
525-8811 - 526-9727

Jel Drive-In Grocery
1560S. Parkway C.

NEWS MART
All Cluirwrf-Town Papers
10 N. Mein 526-9648

Jefferson Grocery
4791 Merin Lake Rd.

PER WEEK!

busioess
experience gained will
best 1144eng benefit.

Clip

Hamilton

ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
1176 $ 171 SEAL STREET SA 64300

A Ftr4 $1 to $5
every week
in spars time
and Win Free Prints-

Call 527-5297 for
FreeEstimates

GAS & DIESEL

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

Defender

GRAY HAIR

NEW YORK — (UPI) —The ate the 835,000 demanded by
executive director of the Newl the National Welfare Rights
York Urban League urged a Organization, whose supportconvention of social workers ers disrupted the convention's
to throw its support behind first two sessions Monday and
the National Organization of Sunday.
Welfare Recipients.
Speaking at the morning ses- Dr. George Wiley, the execuwelfare
sion of the National Confer- tive director of the
ence of Social Workers, Liv- rights' group, requested 10 miningston L. Wingate asked the utes to address the group late
group to offer "a commit- yesterday. Conference officials
ment from all of us here that assented.
not only will we endorse their Wingate termed the demonplan. .. but aid them in the strators "front-line soldiers"
battle against an unjust Ameri- and added: "These recipients
have organized the most efca."
But Wingate did not specifi- fective mass movement the nacally ask the delegates to don- tion has seen in a decade."

TIMM
LOAN'I FFICE

BOYS

MR. BOBBY KING

Inn Gee...4

Oriole Drug
1014 Mlasissippi 942.1212

L•now Sundry
2086 Chelsea
Lincoln Sundry
652 Richmond
Wellington Street $11141,1
919 S. Wellington
Prescott Drugs
S. Bellevue & Gill
Little Lite Sundry
16.49 L otharn
General Drugs
211 W. teitchiell
News yonder
Kroger S. 3rd
News Vender
Main at Linden
til•ws Vistid•r
Main at Vence

Wares Supermarket
226 W. Brooks Rood

News Vender
Main at Calhoun
News Vender
Kroger Airways at

UMW

Vic's Sundries
3013 Johnson An.
Wellington Sundry
Wadi ington
251 E. Mclereor•

WORLD MEWS CO.
All Our-of-Town Papers
115 Monroe Ave 526.9920

rewerroarrowsrep

24,000 B.T.U.'s
MODEL I 724-25
GIBSON 17th FROST
CLEAN REFRIGERATOR
ONLY 12.00 PER WEEK

1-

189 SO. DANNY THOMAS
PH. 526-0617

"GIBSON with AIR SWEEP"
COMM 111
RA
PRII SIFT

ROPER OUTDOOR
GAS GRILL
ONLY $2.00 PER WEEK

Priddy & Burgess Appliance Co.

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

R(oNviNitNt
mer tocAtioNs
0,01,/ .0141i LIN'
Al
4 10vItl

1883 LAMAR

MEMPHIS

PHONE 215-1101

BODY SHOP, INC
Fender Body Work

Slackie

Moore.

Painting

24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
148 S. SECOND ST.
PM 526 - 7154
RES. PHONE 357 3134

